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A leading expert on pre-Columbian archaeology, Johan reinhard has spent more than 25 years 

examining sacred landscape in the contexts of Inca and pre-Inca cultures and the beliefs of 

modern-day Andean peoples. he has discovered several pre-Columbian sanctuaries, including some on 

the highest summits of the Andes. Among his most important discoveries have been frozen mummies 

of Inca sacrifices, such as the three that were found perfectly preserved at 22,000 feet on Llullaillaco 

in 1999 and the four mummies (including the famed “Juanita”) found near the 20,700-foot summit of 

Ampato in 1995.

In 1991 reinhard first published Machu Picchu: The Sacred Center, presenting evidence that the site’s 

spectacular setting and much of its construction are related to its unique location among the great 

mountains of southern Peru. This revised fourth edition is illustrated with color photographs, maps, and 

drawings along with a prologue and an epilogue that place reinhard’s original work in the context of 

subsequent research and discoveries.
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Prologue to the Fourth Edition

When I first began writing down my thoughts about Machu Picchu in the 1980s, 
I intended to publish them in an academic journal. During discussions with 
colleagues in Peru, however, I came to realize that they could be of interest to a 
broader public. Thus I decided to make the material available in a publication 
that would be more accessible yet still maintain elements crucial to a scientific 
approach, such as endnotes and references. Nonetheless, I should emphasize that 
this book is not intended as a substitute for volumes that provide details about the 
discovery of Machu Picchu, much less an in-depth overview of Inca culture.

Rather than a guidebook or a history of the ruins, this book presents a theory 
that attempts to explain the meaning of Machu Picchu and the reasons why it 
was built in such a dramatic location. This pursuit leads to a reexamination of 
the possible significance of some of the site’s key architectural features. Despite 
the book’s somewhat academic approach and its limited distribution in Peru, I 
have been agreeably surprised at how widely it has come to be read. I am pleased 
to be able to reissue it in this North American edition, with a few additions to 
bring it up to date.

Peruvian and Argentine archaeologists working at an Inca site on the summit of Llullaillaco 
(6,739 m/22,109 feet).
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P R o l o g u E

ix

Although I have spent fifteen years conducting research in the Andes since the 
publication of the first edition in 1991, I have found little that needs changing 
regarding the facts and theory originally presented. (Indeed, as the reader will 
discover, there has been new information that has appeared to support it.) I have, 
however, included an epilogue in order to summarize theoretical approaches and 
recent archaeological discoveries in the region and to place my interpretation 
of Machu Picchu in the context of a larger theory about sacred landscape in 
the Andes.

Few Inca artifacts of importance have been recovered from the ruins of Machu 
Picchu since this book first appeared, but several have been found elsewhere. 
These have helped to increase our understanding of Inca culture and especially 
of their ceremonial sites and the rituals and offerings made at them. In my own 
case, during the 1990s I participated in discoveries of frozen Inca mummies and 
artifacts on mountains as high as 22,100 feet in Argentina and southern Peru. I 
was also involved in underwater archaeological expeditions in Lake Titicaca, one 
of the most sacred places in the Inca Empire, and undertook investigations of 
some little-known Inca ceremonial centers of special significance in Inca religion, 
including the temples of Vilcanota, Ancocagua, and Coropuna.

The results of this research provided dramatic evidence of the importance of 
sacred landscape to the Incas and thus underscored the need for the theoretical 
approach I have taken in this book. Although there may never be final answers 
to some questions about Machu Picchu, we can certainly come to a better 
understanding of it by looking at this magnificent site as it would have been seen 
through the eyes of the Incas.

Johan Reinhard
Franklin, West Virginia
April 2007
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Introduction

The fourth (and first North American) edition of Machu Picchu: The Sacred Center 
contains numerous additions to the illustrations, along with a revised text and 
bibliography, which together make it an invaluable resource. The book presents 
an interpretation of Machu Picchu based on two new fields of research known 
as “high-altitude archaeology” (requiring mountaineering skills) and “landscape 
archaeology” (the placement of ruins within the larger landscapes of which they 
are a part). In the Andes Dr. Reinhard is a pioneer in these fields and their most 
renowned practitioner.

This edition, enriched by recent discoveries, is presented in an easy-to-read 
format. The author’s perspective is based on his research over several years in the 
region, and the text is supplemented by an epilogue, appendix, endnotes, and 
bibliography to which the reader can refer for further information. This enables 
the work to be both accessible and scholarly, building on multidisciplinary inves-
tigations carried out by foreign and Peruvian scholars over the past decades.

Dr. Reinhard establishes the importance of Machu Picchu based on its 
location—part of a network of sites joined by Inca trails of varied importance 
embodied in this unique topography. The site lies at the center of an impressive 
landscape, much of which is now part of a National Protected Area established 
by the Peruvian Government—the Machu Picchu Historical Sanctuary (MPHS). 
By reading this book, we are able to comprehend the profound understanding the 
Incas had of the importance of their natural resources, the cycles of nature, and 
the ecological component of day-to-day life.

No one really knows why Machu Picchu and adjoining sites were abandoned 
by the Incas before the arrival of the Spanish conquistadors. But we can suppose, 
in part based on photographs since its rediscovery by Hiram Bingham, that the 
ecosystems present today in the MPHS were utilized somewhat differently by 
the Incas. Agro-ecological practices utilizing Andean land-use patterns were 
established by the Incas, thereby permitting human activity and settlements in 
this rugged region.

For all those wanting to enrich their knowledge of the MPHS, this book is a 
must. It is an honor to be able to introduce this book, which adds significantly 
to the fount of knowledge and information we have of this site and of the region 
in general.

Alfredo E. Ferreyros
Executive Director of Conservation International, Peru
Former President of the Instituto Machu Picchu
Cuzco, Peru
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Figure 1.1. The classic view of Machu Picchu with the mountain Huayna Picchu in the background.

Chapter one

the Incas and  
the Discovery of 
Machu Picchu
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Figure 1.1. The classic view of Machu Picchu with the mountain Huayna Picchu in the background.

Figure 1.2. Machu Picchu as seen with a telephoto lens from the Inca Trail at Inti Punku (the “sun gate”).

3

thE InCAS
My first view of Machu Picchu seemed like something from a dream—an ancient 
city materializing out of the clouds. After four days of hiking the Inca Trail, I had 
reached a pass where Machu Picchu became visible with rugged peaks surround-
ing it in the background. I thought I knew what to expect, but Machu Picchu is 
that way—it is one of the few places in the world where reality can surpass one’s 
imagination. The Incas managed to construct a site that never ceases to astonish, 
even after repeated visits (Figures 1.1 and 1.2).

Machu Picchu, however, is only one of the many achievements of the Incas, 
who forged an empire that was the largest to exist in the prehispanic Americas 
(Figure 1.3). The Incas dominated South America when the Spaniards arrived in 
AD 1532, having conquered a region extending from northern Ecuador to central 
Chile and totaling more than 2,500 miles in length. Since the focus of this book is 
on interpreting Machu Picchu, in this chapter I will provide only a brief summary 
about its discovery and the extraordinary culture of the Incas. The reader should 
refer to some of the fine publications on these topics for more information. (1)
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Figure 1.3. Map showing the extend of the Inca Empire at the time of the Spanish conquest in 
AD 1532 (from D’Altroy 2002).
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As important as the Inca culture came to be, it was only the last in a long line 
of civilizations that arose in the Andean region over the previous three millennia. 
Archaeologists divide the central Andes into time periods called “horizons” (when a 
particular art style was found extending over a broad area) and “intermediate periods” 
(when widespread art styles were absent). The Early Horizon (ca. 1200–200 BC) was 
associated with the Chavin art style, which spread over a large area of central coastal 
Peru and the highlands. Regional art styles characterized the Early Intermediate Period 
(ca. 200 BC–AD 600), with the Nazca and Moche being the best known. The Middle 
Horizon (ca. AD 600–1000) was established based on the Tiahuanaco-Huari art style 
that extended from the southern highlands to the north coast of Peru. During the Late 
Intermediate Period (ca. AD 1000–1475) regional art styles again arose over limited 
areas, with the Chimu culture holding sway along the north coast of Peru.

Although the Incas dominated the Late Horizon (ca. AD 1475–1535), 
which lasted until the Spanish conquest, many aspects of their empire had ori-
gins in institutions and technologies that had developed long before it arose to 
prominence, especially during the Middle Horizon. (2) Nonetheless, the Incas 
accomplished astounding feats of their own, and many of these took place less 
than a century before the arrival of the Spaniards.

One of the best-known examples of these is the Inca road system, which was 
one of the most extensive ever built in the ancient world, rivaling that of the 
Roman Empire. It has been estimated that the Incas built as much as 20,000 
miles of roads. The Incas did not have the wheel, but their road system and llama 
caravans allowed for products to be transported throughout the empire. All of 
this took place in one of the most rugged terrains on Earth.

The Incas began to expand out of the region of Cuzco, capital of their empire, 
sometime around AD 1438. The emperor Pachacuti (ca. AD 1438–1463) under-
took campaigns that soon brought a vast area of the central Andes under Inca 
control. The period of Pachacuti’s reign is the first for which we have unambiguous 
historical and archaeological evidence. It marked the beginning of major building 
initiatives, including such well-known sites as Machu Picchu. Inca stonemasons 
became famous for fitting together multi-ton stones without mortar—and so well 
that a knife blade could not be slid between them (cf. Figures 1.4 and 1.5).

Pachacuti reputedly also began the conceptual organization of the empire 
(Tawantinsuyu) into four (tawantin) parts (suyus), with Cuzco at its center. In 
Cuzco an elaborate series of imaginary lines (ceques) was projected onto the 
immediate landscape. More than 300 sacred sites, mostly associated with natural 
features of the landscape, were linked by the lines that mostly originated in or 
near the Temple of the Sun and extended outward in a radiating pattern, thereby 
creating what became known as the ceque system.
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Figure 1.�. Aerial view of the Inca fortress and ceremonial complex of Sacsahuaman, which overlooks 
Cuzco. Walls involved the fitting of cut stones, many weighing more than 30 tons.

Figure 1.5. Fine Inca stonework in a wall in Cuzco.

Pachacuti’s son, Tupac Yupanqui (Topa Inca, ca. AD 1463–1493), conquered 
more lands, until the borders reached from modern-day Ecuador to central Chile. 
The limits of the empire were reached during the reign of Topa Inca’s son Huayna 
Capac (ca. AD 1493–1525). His death was followed by a conflict between his 
sons over his successor. The struggle resulted in a weakened empire at the time 
the Spaniards arrived in Peru. Taking advantage of this division (along with their 
superior armor, the dissatisfaction of some tribes against Inca rule, and the after-
effects of an epidemic), the Spaniards were able to conquer a state that rivaled any 
in Europe in size and riches.

The administration of such an extensive multi-ethnic state was itself a major 
feat, made possible by initiatives that incorporated conquered groups into a highly 
integrated economic, political, and religious system. Deities were believed to con-
trol the success of crops and herds, of wars, of illnesses, of business transactions, 
and so forth. Everything was intertwined.

The Incas helped ensure their control of the state through several means, 
including the establishment of a single language, Quechua, as a principal means 
of communication. They built a system of posts or way stations (tambos) to accom-
modate travelers and to hold supplies, and runners (chasquis) were used for the 
rapid transmission of messages.
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The Incas became especially associated with the spread of irrigation and maize 
agriculture throughout their empire. In broad terms there are two types of agri-
culture in the Andes. One is based on highland staple root crops, principally the 
potato, which can be grown at elevations up to 16,400 feet in some parts of the 
Andes. Other highland crops include grain foods, such as quinoa, the world’s 
most nutritious cereal. The second type of agriculture takes place in the lower 
elevations and has evolved around maize. Although irrigation and fertilizers are 
usually necessary for a successful crop, there is no need to leave land fallow, and 
the grain can be stored for long periods—a major plus for feeding an army.

To better control and develop the regions they conquered, the Incas moved 
entire communities (mitimaes) to colonize them, thereby insuring local support 
groups and promoting integration. They supported local shrines, while keeping 
some of the main idols of the conquered peoples as virtual hostages in Cuzco. The 
Incas undertook major public works throughout their empire, such as terracing, 
irrigation, and storehouses, in order to offset any food shortages (see Figure 1.6). 
They also promoted the expansion of herding into new areas and set up systems 
for the redistribution of products and services.

Figure 1.6. Inca terracing near the town of Ollantaytambo in the Sacred Valley.
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No documents predate the arrival of the Spaniards because the Andean peoples 
lacked writing. They developed an elaborate system of record keeping, however, 
by using variations of knots and colors on cords called quipus (Figure 1.7). The 
Incas’ organizational and logistical ability set their empire apart from any that 
had come before. This ability also enabled them to undertake a systematic cam-
paign to climb to the summits of the highest peaks in the Americas—mountains 
that were often revered as the most important deities of the peoples the Incas 
conquered. In addition to mountains, many other parts of the landscape were 
venerated, making for what has come to be called a “sacred geography.” The Incas 
had a precise knowledge of topography and were able to make models of the areas 
they conquered that lay even at the extremes of their empire. One such model 
of the larger Cuzco region was so well done that the chronicler Garcilaso de la 
Vega wrote in the early 1600s that “the best cosmographer in the world could 
not have done it better.”1

Inca religion shared many fundamental concepts held by other ethnic groups 
throughout the Andes. They all worshipped their ancestors and features of the 
landscape, and this practice was clearly widespread long before the Incas and 

Figure 1.7. A quipu, a set of knotted strings that the Incas used for record keeping.
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well outside their empire. Although the Incas also worshipped a large number of 
supernatural beings, especially important in their state religious pantheon were 
Inti (the sun), Illapa (the weather god), and Viracocha (the creator). Many legends 
exist about Viracocha, but a common one has him rising from Lake Titicaca and 
then beginning his creative acts (Figure 1.8). Several other deities of great regional 
significance, such as Pachacamac, Catequil, Pariacaca, and Coropuna, were also 
associated with creative acts.

The Inca emperor was not only a secular ruler but also head of Inca state 
religion, which was imposed throughout the lands the Incas conquered. (3) The 
Incas claimed to be directly descended from Inti. Interestingly, the evidence from 
history, ethnography, and archaeology supports the conclusion that sun worship 
was not of major importance throughout much of the Andes prior to the Inca 
conquest. The sun may have become significant as an Inca state deity because it 
was visible to everyone. Deities of the local landscape were of greater importance 
to indigenous groups prior to their being conquered by the Incas. Indeed, the 
Incas continued to allow—and often even supported—their worship, as long as 
the people accepted sun worship into their religious activities.

Illapa, the Incas’ weather deity, was of widespread importance because of his 
control of meteorological phenomena—lightning, thunder, snow, hail, storms, 
and rain—and thus the fertility of plants and animals. He was reportedly the most 
widely worshipped of the state deities and only slightly less important than the 
sun. It seems likely that the belief in a generalized weather god arose, at least in 
part, out of an attempt on the part of the Incas to bring numerous weather and 
mountain deities under one unified concept. As we will see, local weather deities 
and mountain gods were widely perceived as being the same.

Besides Inti, Illapa, and Viracocha, other deities in Inca religion played key 
roles with regard to fertility, such as Mamacocha (the ocean) and Pachamama 
(Earth Mother), who was widely worshipped and still is today. In addition to the 
sun and the moon (Inti’s consort), many astronomical phenomena were revered, 
including certain constellations and the Milky Way. Aside from mountains, other 
landscape features, such as lakes, rivers, springs, and unusual rock formations, were 
often worshipped for fertility. Traditional religion throughout the Andes continues 
to focus on nature spirits associated with fertility up to the present day—including 
in the region of Machu Picchu, as we will see.
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Figure 1.�. Island of the Sun in Lake Titicaca, legendary place of origin of the Incas.
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thE DISCoVERy oF MAChu PICChu
Machu Picchu is the best-known archaeological site in South America—and for 
good reason. It is located in one of the most spectacular settings in the Andes, set 
amidst lush tropical vegetation on a ridge overlooking a winding river hundreds 
of meters below and with views toward snowcapped mountains (Figure 1.9). In 
addition, Machu Picchu is one of the few Inca sites to remain relatively intact and 
contains some of the finest structures built in pre-Columbian times. It thus allows 
us a rare opportunity to study its buildings almost as they were at the time they 
were abandoned. And since so many surrounding sites are also well preserved, 
we can examine Machu Picchu within the larger system of which it played such 
a critical part (Figure 1.10).

Nowhere, however, do the earliest Spanish writers describe the site, and there 
are no descendants of the original inhabitants of the area who might be able to 
explain its meaning. Indeed, Machu Picchu’s existence was not even revealed to 
the outside world until after Hiram Bingham’s visit in 1911. Bingham had orga-
nized an expedition to search for the last Inca capital of Vilcabamba, the location 
of which had become lost in the centuries following the Spaniards’ destruction 
of the site in the 1570s.

An explorer and historian, Bingham had already traveled in the Andes previ-
ously, even having reached Choquequirao, a site to the south of Machu Picchu 
that some had believed was the legendary Vilcabamba (Figure 1.11). After receiv-
ing the backing of Yale University, in 1911 he led a group down the Urubamba 
River along a route that had been opened up only a few years earlier in order to 
help increase trade between the highlands and the lower, forested region. Before 
long, it would become the route taken by the railway and the principal way used 
by visitors to reach Machu Picchu up to the present day.

Advised of ruins on a ridge above the river, Bingham climbed up to them with 
his military escort and a local farmer to “discover” Machu Picchu. In fact, the 
name Picho (i.e., picchu or “peak”) had been noted in documents in the 1550s 
and 1700s, and a few people had already been aware of the ruins prior to 1911. 
It was Bingham, however, who surveyed the site and made it known to the larger 
public, and he has been rightly credited with being the “scientific discoverer” of 
Machu Picchu.

Having found the ruins so early in his expedition, he spent little time there 
and instead continued with his search for more ruins. He located such impor-
tant sites as Vitcos and Espiritu Pampa (which turned out to be the original 
Vilcabamba—unbeknownst to Bingham). Although an initial mapping of Machu 
Picchu was completed by two members of Bingham’s team in 1911, the site 

Figure 1.9. Machu Picchu is located near the lower end of a long ridge that 
descends from Nevado Salcantay.
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was mainly cleared, surveyed, photographed, and excavated during Bingham’s 
second expedition of 1912. He came to believe that Machu Picchu was both the 
Vilcabamba of the Incas and their place of origin. The results of his work were 
published by the National Geographic Society in 1913, bringing instant fame 
to the site.

Bingham returned in 1915 and found yet more ruins, including most of those 
that lie along the now famous Inca Trail. For a number of reasons, he did not 
return to Machu Picchu until 1948, when the road from the river to the site was 
opened. (4) In 1981 the Machu Picchu Historical Sanctuary was established, with 
its boundaries set to include, and protect, a larger ecological zone (Figure 1.12).

Despite its renown, there has always been an air of mystery about Machu 
Picchu, and it continues to excite the imaginations of visitors. Scholars have 
long struggled to answer some of the most basic questions: Why was Machu 
Picchu built in such an inaccessible location? Why was it abandoned? What was 
its meaning?

Many attempts have been made to answer these questions, some based on 
careful scholarship, others on speculations unburdened by facts. In this book I am 

Figure 1.11. The ruins of Choquequirao with mountains of the Vilcabamba behind.
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concerned with examining Machu Picchu in relation to the sacred geographical 
beliefs of the Incas. Such an approach has proven useful in examining pre-Inca 
ceremonial centers elsewhere in the Andes,2 and the importance of geographical 
features in Inca religion has been amply demonstrated.3 Although Machu Picchu 
was more than just a religious center, as we will see below, it had many structures 
of finely worked stone. Based on what the Spaniards wrote about other Inca sites, 
we know that these buildings were of ritual significance, and Bingham named 
many of them with this in mind. Thus guidebooks list names such as the Principal 
Temple, the Intihuatana, the Temple of the Moon, the Priest’s House, and the 
Temple of Three Windows. There is no doubt that the religious aspect of the 
site was a dominant one.4 The archaeologists John Rowe and Luis Valcárcel have 
pointed out its religious importance and noted how a combination of geographi-
cal features found at, and near, its location would have been of significance to the 
Incas.5 It is this combination of features, alluded to only briefly by these scholars, 
that I will examine here.

Given the lack of information about the Machu Picchu region and the few 
written documents about it dating back to Colonial times, it is necessary to utilize 
information on Inca beliefs from adjacent areas, along with an examination of 
the archaeological remains and current-day beliefs in the surrounding region and 
near Cuzco, heart of the Inca Empire. Unfortunately, there is little information 
available about some key parts of the landscape. This deficiency requires that we 
pull together diverse pieces to provide a coherent picture of what the situation was 
probably like during the Inca presence at Machu Picchu. Although incomplete, 
the data are consistent with the general pattern of beliefs that existed during the 
Inca period.

I intend to show that Machu Picchu can be better understood when analyzed 
within the context of the surrounding geographical features and their associa-
tion with astronomical events considered sacred by the Incas. The methodology 
employed here to help establish this premise relies not only on the use of Inca 
beliefs and customs but also on a study of the natural landscape and present-
day beliefs with roots in Inca concepts. This does not mean that such beliefs 
have remained unchanged, only that in broad terms they reflect a view of the 
 environment in accordance with that held by the Incas. They can, therefore, 
help in the development of a theory that better explains the known facts about 
Machu Picchu. Assuming that the theory is capable of providing a reasonable 
explanation for the site’s location, it follows that it can in turn assist in the inter-
pretation of Machu Picchu’s function and of the meanings of some of its principal 
features. It is time now to examine the sacred geography surrounding the ruins 
of Machu Picchu.
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Chapter two

Sacred geography 
and Cosmology at 
Machu Picchu
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Figure 2.1a. A view from the San Miguel ridge with Machu Picchu visible at the lower left and 
Salcantay to the upper right.
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SACRED gEogRAPhy
The term sacred geography refers to the geographical features (mountains, rivers, 
lakes, boulders, caves, springs) believed to possess supernatural powers or to be 
the embodiments of supernatural beings. In the Andes the high mountains (com-
monly called apus in the Cuzco region) were (and still are) considered among 
the most powerful of the traditional deities. Lakes were also important but do 
not seem to have played a major role in the region of Machu Picchu, where the 
lakes are small and widely scattered. Rivers, especially the Urubamba (Vilcanota) 
River, springs, caves, and boulders all played roles in the sacred geography of the 
region, but it is the rugged mountain topography surrounding Machu Picchu 
that appears to have been of primary importance. Before attempting to interpret 
the meaning of Machu Picchu, it is necessary to examine some of the past and 
current-day beliefs relating to this topography.

SAlCAntAy AnD AuSAngAtE
Rising in solitary splendor due south of Machu Picchu, Salcantay (6,271 
m/20,574 feet) is one of the highest and most impressive mountains in the 
Department of Cuzco, and it dominates the region of Machu Picchu (Figures 
2.1 and 2.2). Visible from great distances, it was highly revered in Inca times and 
continues to be so today. The name Salcantay probably stems from the Quechua 
word salcca (salqa), which means “wild or uncivilized.”6

Traditional people living near Cuzco perceive Salcantay as the “brother” of 
Ausangate.7 Ausangate (6,372 m/20,905 feet) is the highest mountain in the 
Department of Cuzco and the only snowcapped mountain visible from the city 
of Cuzco (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Many people believe the two mountains to be 
the “fathers” of all the mountains and to be equally powerful.8 During my study 
I found that these mountains were often the first to be named in rituals in the 
Cuzco region, and their permission is frequently sought before making offerings 
to the other mountains.9 When such offerings are made by local communities, 
they generally revolve around requests for good weather and increased crop and 
livestock fertility.10 When done on the behalf of individuals, the requests are 
often concerned with health, theft, loss of items, desires for increased prosperity, 
or success in business.11

Salcantay’s importance is not restricted to the area around the city of Cuzco. 
The anthropologist Juan Nuñez del Prado found it to be a principal mountain deity 
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Figure 2.2. Salcantay as seen with a telephoto lens from the platform above Phuyupatamarka.

for the entire Department of Cuzco and a tutelary deity for the Department of 
Apurimac as well.12 One of the earliest references to Salcantay is that of the Spanish 
priest Cristóbal de Albornoz, who wrote in 1583 that Salcantay was “very revered.”13 
Another early source, Juan de Santa Cruz Pachacuti, wrote that “Sallcatay” was one 
of the mountains to which the “huacas” (sacred places or objects, here referring 
to various deities) were banished by the god Tonopa (Tunupa).14 In a document 
of 1697 found in the Cuzco Archives, Salcantay was one of the principal moun-
tain deities called upon for curing a man in Cuzco.15 Salcantay is still commonly 
invoked in rituals to cure illnesses in the Cuzco region.16

In the late 1800s Salcantay was noted as being a male (called Urco Salcantay) 
(urco meaning male or mountain) and his wife was Huaca (or Huacay) Huillca 
(Waqaywillka or Veronica) (see below), also called China Salcantay (china meaning 
female).17 Interestingly, these names have also been used for the two summits of 
Salcantay: China Salcantay as the female and Urco Salcantay as the male.18

Two summits are both believed to be irascible deities quick to avenge themselves 
on anyone who disturbs them. Salcantay’s wrath was also noted near Cuzco and 
further emphasized by a ritual specialist, Luciano Carbajal, in Ollantaytambo.19 
This serves to demonstrate the fear this deity arouses in people and the power 
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attributed to him. It is no surprise to find that people crossing the range near 
Salcantay still make simple offerings in order to avoid his wrath (Figure 2.5).

In the Cuzco region many ritual specialists (paqos and altomisayoqs) consider 
themselves under the domain of either Salcantay or Ausangate, depending on 
where they resided when they learned their trade.20 In order to be “presented” 
to these mountains, the student and his teacher should journey to their slopes.21 
Ritual specialists from Quillabamba in the tropical lowlands are also said to go to 
Salcantay for spiritual empowerment.22

Some ritual specialists claim that initiations to Salcantay take place at lakes 
near the mountain Suparaura (south of Salcantay) or at lakes near Pumasillo 
(closer to and west of Salcantay).23 Suparaura (5,106 m/16,752 feet) lies to the 
south of Abancay (southwest of Cuzco) and was noted as being a very important 
deity at the time of the Spanish conquest.24 Albornoz, writing in the late 1500s, 
stated that it was the principal deity of the Aymaraes people who inhabited that 
region.25 Because Suparaura is a much lower mountain and farther from Cuzco, 
we can assume that the Incas considered it less powerful than Salcantay, just as 
it is considered today.

Figure 2.3. The snowcapped mountain of Ausangate stands out to the east of Cuzco.
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Figure 2.5. A man from the Sacred Valley makes an offering of coca leaves to Salcantay while 
crossing a high pass.
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The conceptualized dividing line between the domains of Salcantay and 
Ausangate is at Cuzco, with slight variations depending on where a given ritual 
specialist resides. For example, a paqo living in Huasao, 18 km east of Cuzco, 
might perceive Huasao as the place of division.26 The majority of paqos interviewed 
in the region of Cuzco, however, placed the dividing line in the sacred capital 
of the Incas.

The Incas considered a mountain close to Cuzco, Huanacauri, to be one of the 
most sacred places in the empire (Figure 2.6). In current-day beliefs Huanacauri 
derives power from Ausangate and is still widely worshipped in the region. (5) 
The extent of Ausangate’s power, however, was not limited to the Cuzco region. 
For example, one paqo claimed that Ausangate’s domain extended all the way to 
Lake Titicaca, and an anthropologist noted that Ausangate is one of the most 
powerful mountain deities worshipped in the area bordering Lake Titicaca to 
the northwest.27

Not surprisingly, Ausangate and Salcantay are the highest mountains in the entire 
Department of Cuzco. It is necessary to go all the way to the Cordillera Real in 
Bolivia on the northeast side of Lake Titicaca to find a mountain higher than these 
two peaks to the southeast, and none is higher to the north. Only one, Coropuna, 

Figure 2.6. A view over the central part of Cuzco with Huanacauri on the left skyline.
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is higher to the southwest of Cuzco, and this volcano is considerably distant. Aside 
from Coropuna, the only mountains higher in Peru are found in the Cordilleras 
Blanca and Huayhuash, far to the northwest. It is no coincidence that these higher 
mountains were also very important in Inca religious beliefs once the Incas had 
expanded their empire to include the regions in which they are located.28

Ausangate and Salcantay also constitute the highest mountains whose snows 
feed the rivers that flow into the jungle. In the region of Salcantay this deity is 
the one perceived as the “owner” of all products from the lowland forested area 
considered to be powerful, such as coca leaves, cane alcohol, coffee, and cacao.29 
Salcantay is renowned throughout the forested hills, including the provinces of La 
Convención, Calca, and Paucartambo to the north and east of Salcantay and the 
province of Anta to the south.30 In the Cuzco region sacred power is associated 
with the tropical forest,31 and several tropical plants are thought to contain magical 
properties and are used in rituals around Cuzco (see Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7. Modern-day offerings for mountain gods can include a llama fetus, colored threads, 
metallic figurines, sweets, and products from the ocean and the jungle lowlands.
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It might be of interest here to note the association that Salcantay has with coca, 
a tropical plant of great significance in Inca ceremonies. Some writers, such as 
Eugenio Alarco and Carlos Troll, believe that Machu Picchu (which is dominated 
by Salcantay as we have seen) played a part in the cultivation and trading of coca 
leaves.32 Recent discoveries of large areas of terracing near Machu Picchu and at 
the site itself support this theory. Although it is unclear whether coca was grown 
at Machu Picchu,33 this uncertainty does not rule out the possibility that the site 
played a role in the coca leaf trade.

A document of 1568 noted that Indians cultivated coca in the valley below 
Machu Picchu.34 Since in the early years of the conquest the Spaniards generally 
took over existing coca plantations that belonged to the Incas, this would indicate 
that coca was grown in the area during the period Machu Picchu was a function-
ing center. This seems even more likely given the isolation of the region, which 
bordered on territory controlled for years by rebel Incas unwilling to submit to 
the Spaniards, and its having been conquered by the Inca emperor Pachacuti, who 
began Inca expansion in this region in the mid-1400s.35 The use of coca today is 
still invariably accompanied by invocations to the mountains,36 including in the 
Vilcabamba region, where Machu Picchu is located.37 In view of the beliefs noted 
above, Salcantay can be expected to have played an important religious-economic 
role not only with regard to coca but also with regard to other crops from the 
forested hills and lowlands.

CoSMology AnD SAlCAntAy
There are also links between Salcantay and astronomical phenomena, especially 
stars in the Milky Way. Salcantay’s association with the Southern Cross would 
not have gone unnoticed by the Incas at Machu Picchu. From Machu Picchu 
the Southern Cross is seen to rise on the east and to set on the west of Salcantay, 
and since it is above a point due south when it reaches its highest position in the 
sky,38 it would also have been directly above Salcantay. Several scholars (e.g., the 
anthropologists Tom Zuidema and Gary Urton in 1976) have demonstrated the 
importance of the Southern Cross (and adjacent stars) and the Milky Way in Inca 
thought.39 Information collected in the Cuzco region during recent years provides 
additional evidence for why this is so.

Urton described in his publications of 1978 and 1981 current-day beliefs in 
the Cuzco region with regard to the Quechua zodiac, the celestial plane of orienta-
tion that includes star groupings of the Milky Way. He noted that they are clearly 
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Figure 2.�. Star-to-Star constellations as perceived by people in the region of Cuzco today. The 
drawing is from Urton (19�1).
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based on Inca concepts as described by the Spanish chroniclers. Urton found that 
there were two types of constellations: Star-to-Star and Dark Cloud constella-
tions. Star-to-Star constellations link stars to form zoomorphic, geometrical, or 
architectural figures along or near the main path of the Milky Way (Figure 2.8). 
The Dark Cloud constellations are the black areas (formed of interstellar dust) 
that show up most distinctly, by way of contrast, in that portion of the Milky Way 
with the densest clustering of stars. These constellations are perceived principally 
as animals (Figure 2.9).40

Quechua people living near Cuzco thought that the Milky Way is a celestial 
river that is actively involved in the earth’s hydrological cycle.41 Next to the 
Southern Cross are the stars Alpha and Beta Centaurus, called the Eyes of the 
Llama. They are at the end of the Dark Cloud constellation of the Llama.42 In 
the Inca period (and still today) the celestial Llama was believed to be directly 
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involved with life on the earth, assisting in the circulation of its waters and in 
the fertility of llamas.43 It appears in the sky before and during the rainy season, 
which occurs in the South American summer months.44

In the eastern Cuzco region the owner of llamas is believed to be Ausangate,45 
and this belief was likely held by the Incas. In the region of Salcantay livestock are 
thought to be under this deity’s protection,46 and this was likely the case during 
the Inca period. It might be added that the name salqa is used to denote the graz-
ing land of livestock some 200 km west of Machu Picchu.47 It seems reasonable 
to assume that there may have been a conceptual linkage between the rising of 
constellations associated with llamas and Salcantay, the llamas’ earthly protec-
tor. Significantly, Urton noted the current-day belief among the Quechuas near 
Cuzco that the animals of the Dark Cloud constellations originally came from 
the earth and that one of the ways to enter the sky was through the summit of 
a mountain.48

Figure 2.9. The Incas identified most of these Dark Cloud constellations in the same way as present-
day villagers in the area of Cuzco. In this figure they are seen as they would appear in the rainy 
season. The drawing is adapted from Urton (19�1).
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Near the Llama is the Fox Dark Cloud constellation. Around the time of the 
December solstice the sun rises into this constellation and thus also into the Milky 
Way, the celestial river.49 The fox occurs in one legend at the time of the Incas as a 
helper of a mountain god,50 and is still widely perceived, including near Cuzco, as 
the “dog” of the mountain deities.51 The December solstice occurs during the onset 
of the rainy season, when the sun rises out of the Urubamba (Vilcanota) gorge as 
seen from Machu Picchu and from behind Ausangate as seen from Cuzco, and 
it also rises into the celestial river. Ausangate is the main source of the Vilcanota 
River, and it is interesting that the fox not only is a helper of mountain gods but 
also that in some legends he helps specifically by carrying water.52

There are other beliefs that link Star-to-Star and Dark Cloud constellations 
of the Milky Way with mountains, and, assuming the beliefs were shared by the 
Incas, they would therefore associate them with Salcantay as seen from Machu 
Picchu. For example, there is a star constellation called the Serpent that is 
changing into the Condor (see Figure 2.8).53 Serpents are (and were also in Inca 
times) associated with water in many ways in Andean beliefs (e.g., as being able 
to transform themselves into rivers and lightning), which are often perceived as 
controlled by mountain deities.54 Condors, which soar around the highest slopes 
of the mountains, are widely thought in the Andes to be the representations, or 
manifestations, of the mountain gods; thus, it is no surprise to find that Salcantay 
is believed today to transform himself into one.55

On the opposite side of the Southern Cross are the Toad and Serpent Dark 
Cloud constellations (Figure 2.9). The Toad constellation rises into the sky dur-
ing the rainy season.56 Toads are commonly utilized in rituals for rain,57 and their 
croaking is believed to announce the onset of rains not far from Machu Picchu.58 
We have already seen the association of serpents with water. It might be added 
that serpents are most active during the wet season, the time the celestial serpent 
is highest in the sky.59 Thus the Southern Cross is surrounded by constellations 
that have to do with water, mountains, and fertility. Given the historical conti-
nuity and sharing of traditions, this was likely the case at the time of the Incas. 
This grouping of constellations around the summit of Salcantay at the time of the 
December solstice and during the onset of the rainy season would surely have been 
of religious and economic significance to the people of Machu Picchu.60

Among Quechua people living to the south of Cuzco, the Southern Cross 
is referred to as the Calvary Cross, a name used for a cross standing on top of a 
mountain.61 These crosses are used for the protection of crops from bad weather 
and in some areas of the Andes are believed to represent mountain deities and to 
increase fertility, concepts that probably were associated in Inca thought with the 
Southern Cross and Salcantay.62
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Unfortunately, there is little direct documentation of Inca beliefs about the 
Southern Cross.63 The Incas, however, called a Dark Cloud constellation, a part 
of which is within the Southern Cross, the yutu. The yutu is a tinamou bird that 
was called by the Spanish a perdiz (partridge). It may be significant that the Incas 
sacrificed “partridges” (along with llamas) on mountaintops during the new 
moon and that people in the Cuzco region today consider the yutu to represent 
the mountain gods.64 In addition, the eggs of the tinamou have a variety of col-
ors resembling the rainbow.65 Appearing together with the Southern Cross, the 
Tinamou constellation is also related to crop fertility, the rainy season, and thus 
the time that rainbows appear. Near Cuzco today the Milky Way is considered 
the equivalent of a nocturnal rainbow. The Tinamou constellation is in its center, 
together with the Southern Cross and thus above Salcantay during the onset of 
the rainy season.66

The Southern Cross appears to have been depicted in a drawing of Inca cos-
mology made about 1613 and within that context was interpreted as relating to 
fertility.67 According to Urton it is at its highest point in the sky on the morning 
of the December solstice, a particularly important event associated with fertility 
in Inca religion.68 Furthermore, the appearance of the Southern Cross prior to the 
rainy season when planting begins and its disappearance after the rains around 
the time of harvesting69 suggest that its perceived association with weather and 
fertility by the Quechua people today was also shared by the Incas. At Machu 
Picchu the position of the Southern Cross in the center of the celestial river, and 
its alignment at its highest point in the sky with Salcantay, water, weather, and 
fertility in modern-day beliefs, would have made for an important combination 
of symbols (Figure 2.9).

In addition, Machu Picchu itself is on a ridge between rivers that have their 
origins from the slopes of the Salcantay massif. Salcantay not only dominates the 
region of Machu Picchu, but it also forms the center of a U-shaped ridge pattern, 
with two ridges leading north. Machu Picchu is on the tip of the eastern arm, 
lying along a ridge that extends due north from Salcantay via lower peaks until it 
meets the sacred Urubamba River (see Figures 1.10 and 2.1). A direct link exists, 
therefore, between the most powerful mountain deity of a vast region, astronomi-
cal phenomena, and an important Inca ritual center.
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PuMASIllo
The mountain Pumasillo (6,075 m/19,931 feet) lies west of Machu Picchu and 
is the highest of a series of peaks forming the Sacsarayoc range (as it is called on 
some maps) (Figure 1.10 ). The name Pumasillo means “puma’s claw,” although 
it is unclear if this was the pre-Hispanic name for the mountain. The people of 
the province of La Convención, and especially in the Vilcabamba region that the 
range dominates, still worship the mountains of this range (and mountains closer 
to their villages) principally for the fertility of livestock and for crops.70

Although I have not found references to these mountains in the Spanish 
chronicles—which, in any event, mention very little about the religious beliefs 
of the people of this region—there can be no doubt that such worship took 
place at the time the Incas conquered the area in the mid-1400s. Archaeological 
remains such as ceremonial platforms on mountaintops in the Punkuyoc range 
of Vilcabamba help substantiate this likelihood (see Figure 1.10).71

The site of Incahuasi, on one of the summits of the Punkuyoc range, has been 
identified as the high mountain place visited by the Inca rebel emperor Sayri Topa 
when he consulted the Sun, Earth, and other deities (certainly including moun-
tains) in 1557 about whether to accept the Spaniards’ offer for him to return to 
Cuzco (see Figure 2.10).72

Figure 2.10. A perfectly preserved Inca structure at Incahuasi exists just below ritual platforms on 
a summit of the Punkuyoc range in the Vilcabamba region. This site lies due north of Vitcos. Views 
from here include Salcantay, the Pumasillo range, and other snowcapped mountains of Vilcabamba.
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According to the anthropologist Stuart White, one of the higher nearby sum-
mits of the Punkuyoc range “receives in modern times enormous ritual attention 
from Vilcabamba residents.”73 It may be no coincidence that this mountain lies 
on the June solstice line for the setting sun as it extends from Machu Picchu 
and also supplies water to the Vilcabamba River, which in turn flows into the 
Vilcanota River. The mountain also lies on the legendary route of the Inca cre-
ator god, Viracocha,74 and one of the peaks of the range, Viracochan, is named 
for this deity.75

The Pumasillo or Sacsarayoc range, with its series of peaks on the western 
skyline, would have served especially well for making astronomical observations 
from Machu Picchu (Figure 2.11). The use of mountains for such observations 
has been demonstrated for the Cuzco region76 and has, indeed, been noted as 
common practice among native peoples throughout the Americas.77 As seen from 
the Intihuatana stone at Machu Picchu, the sun sets behind the highest summit of 
Pumasillo (246˚) at the December solstice,78 one of the most important dates on 
the Inca religious calendar. The setting of the sun at the equinoxes is in line with 

Figure 2.11. The Pumasillo range as viewed from Cerro San Miguel, due west from Machu Picchu. 
The highest summit on the left is the mountain of Pumasillo. The sun sets behind it at the December 
solstice. The end of the range at the right is where the sun sets at the equinoxes and also where an 
Inca road leads to Vitcos.
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the northern end of the snowcapped peaks of this range, at which point there is an 
Inca trail leading to the former Inca capital of Vitcos in Vilcabamba (see Figures 
1.10, 2.11, and 2.12). The Vilcabamba region was conquered by the Inca emperor 
Pachacuti, the likely founder of Machu Picchu, as we will see.79

Within Machu Picchu itself there is a building adjacent to the “Principal 
Temple,” which was called the “Priest’s House.”80 Its location and exceptional 
stonework indicate that it had an important religious function (see Figure 2.13). 
This structure is situated at the foot of the stairs leading to the Intihuatana stone, 
which I have interpreted as associated with mountain worship. It may be more 
than chance, therefore, that the doorway of the Priest’s House faces out to the 
Pumasillo range, with its highest summit prominently in the center.

Figure 2.12. A reconstruction of what Vitcos would have looked like at the time of Inca occupation 
(from Lee 2000).
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Figure 2.13. Fine Inca stonework in a wall 
near the Sacred Plaza at Machu Picchu.
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VERonICA (wAqAywIllkA)
The mountain range called Veronica on most maps dominates the horizon to 
the east of Machu Picchu (Figures 1.10 and 2.14). The highest summit (5,750 
m/18,865 feet) is generally called Waqaywillka (also spelled Huacay Huilque in 
some accounts) by the local inhabitants. The name appears to be formed by the 
Quechua words huaca, meaning sacred place or object, and willca (or vilca), also 
meaning a sacred object, although apparently it also meant the sun in ancient 
times.81 The Incas frequently applied the term uaca bilca (waqa willka) to local 
deities, especially mountains.82

It is also possible that the name derives from willki, meaning spirit of a “peak,” 
and waqay, meaning “to cry.”83 According to a local ritual specialist, Luciano 
Carbajal, the tears refer to the many streams that flow from the mountain and to 
their association with rain, which is controlled by Veronica, as well as Salcantay 
(along with other major mountains of the region).84 Veronica and Salcantay 
communicate with each other using voices of thunder, which obviously is 
associated˛with rain.

Figure 2.1�. The Veronica range dominates the eastern skyline as seen from Cerro San Miguel. 
Machu Picchu is in the lower center of the picture, and the highest summit of Veronica is the 
snowcapped peak in the center, lying due east. The other main summit of the range is to the left 
and is visible from the Intihuatana.
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One of Veronica’s principal summits is visible from Machu Picchu (e.g., 
from the Intihuatana stone [see Figure 2.15]), and the highest summit is visible 
from prominences near Machu Picchu, such as Huayna Picchu, Machu Picchu 
Mountain, and Cerro San Miguel (see Figure 1.10). At the equinoxes the sun rises 
behind the highest summit. This combination of a snowcapped sacred mountain 
and the rising of the sun at the equinoxes would have added to the reverence 
paid to this mountain. It might also explain the use of the word willka, with its 
semantic connotations of “sacred” and “sun.” Still today stars, including the sun, 
are believed to acquire a greater amount of power when they become associated 
with a sacred mountain.85

This mountain is also referred to as “Eterno Abuelo” (Eternal Grandfather or 
Ancestor) and, as a variation, “Padre Eterno” (Eternal Father).86 These names, 
and ones with a similar meaning, are also applied to other sacred mountains.87 
They serve as terms of respect for the mountains, which are viewed in many areas 
as protectors (like fathers) and may also have been seen by earlier inhabitants 
as their places of origin.88 Some people attribute these names specifically to the 
slightly lower summit of the Veronica range visible from the Intihuatana stone 
at Machu Picchu.

As one would expect, Veronica is still highly revered by people in the region. 
It is worshipped for the fertility of crops, livestock, and good health.89 Like 
other major mountains, it can provide illas, which are stones often shaped like 
livestock and thought to be gifts of the mountain deities for increasing the 
size of herds.90

Dominating as it does an important road linking the highlands with the tropi-
cal lowlands, Veronica receives offerings from travelers and businessmen for the 
success of their journeys. During the Inca period roads passed below the mountain 
to the south along the Urubamba River and to the north via a high pass. This latter 
route became the principal road used to reach Vilcabamba from Cuzco after the 
Spanish conquest (Figure 1.10).

Above the Inca quarry to the south of the Urubamba River near Ollantaytambo 
there are Inca structures (artificial platforms, one with a doorway that frames 
Veronica) at elevations of 3,900 m/12,795 feet and 4,450 m/14,560 feet built 
on prominences that provide excellent views toward Veronica (Figure 2.16).91 On 
the opposite side of the river on the slopes of Veronica at ca. 4,050 m/13,287 feet 
is another artificial platform with a dominating view of the mountain.92 These 
types of structures were primarily for ceremonial use, as will be noted below, and 
thus provide archaeological evidence supporting Veronica’s religious importance 
during the Inca period.

Figure 2.16. The town of Ollantaytambo with the mountain 
Veronica (Waqaywillka) looming above.
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MountAIn woRShIP In thE AnDES
There are some common elements of mountain worship in the Andes, especially 
relating to the large snowcapped peaks, which we have seen can apply to the 
mountains in the region of Machu Picchu. Based on the historical and ethno-
graphic evidence, one of the most important of these elements is the belief that 
the high mountains control weather and thus the fertility of crops and animals. 
This belief is based on ecological reality, since meteorological phenomena (rain, 
snow, hail, clouds, lightning, thunder, etc.) often originate in the mountains.93 
Other common elements should be examined to help us better understand the 
role mountain worship could have had in the region.

A social cohesion, in some cases even an ethnic identity, could have revolved 
around worship of these sacred mountains, just as has been noted for many areas 
of the Andes, for example, Ayacucho,94 the region north of Lake Titicaca,95 central 
Bolivia,96 Huancavelica,97 and in the region of Cuzco.98 This was also clearly the 
case in prehispanic times.99

Social cohesion would have brought with it political ramifications. For 
example, mountains may have been perceived as protectors and war gods of the 
peoples who lived near them and worshipped them.100 To consolidate their rule, 
the Incas may have attempted to appropriate this association with the mountains 
by constructing special places of worship such as Machu Picchu.101

Throughout the Andes, mountain deities were also believed to be the owners of 
wild animals.102 This was the case in the Cuzco region as well.103 Hunting of wild 
animals was thus linked to the mountains.104 In the rugged area of Machu Picchu, 
which had a large number of wild animals (pumas, bears, poisonous snakes, birds, 
and so forth), their presence would have provided an additional reason for moun-
tain worship. (As noted above, the Quechua word for “wild” is salqa and forms 
the root of the name Salcantay.) It might be added that Topa Inca, who took the 
place of his father Pachacuti (probable builder of Machu Picchu, as we will see) 
while he still lived, was said to have been a keen hunter.105

I have referred briefly to the important role that mountain deities played with 
regard to domesticated animals. Llamas and alpacas played a vital role in the 
economy of the Incas, and throughout the Andes mountain deities are perceived 
as their owners and as responsible for their fertility.106 The same beliefs are also 
held in the Cuzco region.107 As we have seen, Ausangate is perceived as the owner 
of these animals in the region of Cuzco.108 Llamas were used to transport goods in 
the region of Machu Picchu, but they also grazed close to the mountains, provid-
ing yet another reason for the importance of mountain worship. Because of their 
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association with pack animals and with prosperity in general, mountain deities 
were invoked for success in trade,109 just as they are today.110

The Spanish priest Bernabé Cobo noted that the Vilcabamba region was rich in 
mineral wealth, which the Incas exploited.111 The only mines near Machu Picchu 
of which I am aware that may have been originally worked by the Incas are at the 
headwaters of the Aobamba River and the Pampa Qhawana River, both of which 
are at the foot of Salcantay.112 It remains to be seen, therefore, whether mining 
played a role in Machu Picchu’s importance. It might be added, however, that 
mining invariably involved worship of mountain gods, who were believed to be 
the owners of the minerals.113 Thus, even if mining was associated with Machu 
Picchu, it would not affect the interpretation presented here.

As we have seen in the case of Salcantay, ritual specialists are widely believed to 
receive their power from the sacred mountains. Only the most experienced and 
knowledgeable of these specialists could deal directly with the highest and most 
powerful mountains.114 Such specialists invoke the mountain gods to cure illnesses, 
foretell the future, find lost objects, help people obtain prosperity and success in 
business, and perform rituals on behalf of the community for the fertility of crops 
and animals (Figure 2.17).

Figure 2.17. A ritual specialist (paqo) burns offerings to the mountain gods (apus) near Cuzco.
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Figure 2.1�. The Urubamba River circles Machu Picchu and Huayna Picchu in this view from the summit 
of Machu Picchu Mountain looking north. The lower peaks of the Veronica massif form the skyline.
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We know that the Inca emperor considered ritual specialists who served the 
mountain deities to be especially privileged, and he personally supported these 
men.115 Machu Picchu’s unique setting amidst the most powerful mountains of the 
region would have made it an ideal place not only for worship of the mountains 
but also for receiving their powers and perhaps serving as a center for initiations 
to them, much as ritual places in the mountains are utilized today.

Mountains, therefore, were worshipped for many reasons, including the fertil-
ity of domesticated camelids and crops, trade, curing of illnesses, weather control, 
protection from enemies, control of wild animals, and empowerment of ritual 
specialists. But worship was not limited to great mountains such as Salcantay, 
Pumasillo, and Veronica; lesser mountains near Machu Picchu would also have 
played important roles.

huAynA PICChu

We have already seen Machu Picchu’s direct physical link with Salcantay. The 
sacred Urubamba River nearly encircles the promontory where the site is located, 
likely adding to the sacredness of the mountain that dominates it, Huayna Picchu 
(Figure 2.18). This mountain, which serves as the backdrop to the classic view 
of Machu Picchu, marks the end of the ridge before it plunges to the Urubamba 
River below. It was for this reason that the steep gorge thus formed became known 
as the “Gateway of Salcantay.”116

Huayna Picchu is framed as one enters through the main Inca gateway into 
Machu Picchu (Figure 2.19). It overlooks the site (being 207 m/679 feet higher) 
and commands a magnificent view: the main peaks of the Veronica range to the 
east, the snowcapped peaks of the Pumasillo range to the west, and the summit 
of Salcantay to the south (Figure 2.20).

The archaeological remains, such as carvings of a ceremonial nature in boul-
ders, on and near the summit of Huayna Picchu117 help to substantiate that it 
was considered sacred by the Incas, as does the Temple of the Moon down on its 
western slope, which is linked to the summit by an impressive trail cut through a 
cliff face. Hills that dominate communities in the Cuzco and Vilcabamba regions, 
whether in Inca or modern times, are invariably viewed as being local protector 
deities and usually are responsible, at least in part, for the fertility of crops and 
livestock.118 We would expect that Huayna Picchu played a similar role with 
regard to Machu Picchu.
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Figure 2.19. The main gateway at Machu Picchu frames Huayna Picchu.
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Figure 2.20. Looking south from the summit of Huayna Picchu, the tip of Salcantay (marked by 
an arrow) is behind the central peak of the skyline. In the lower part of the photo is a V-shaped 
carving in a stone, and a similar one is found near the Intihuatana below.
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MAChu PICChu MountAIn
Overlooking Machu Picchu to the south lies the mountain for which it was 
named (Figure 2.21). It is some 500 m/1,640 feet higher than the ruins, and 
a very well-made stairway leads from Machu Picchu to its summit. On top is a 
series of interconnected artificial platforms that have been heavily damaged by 
treasure hunters. Although Bingham called this summit complex a “signal station,” 
it clearly was more than that.119

As in the case of Huayna Picchu, Machu Picchu Mountain would probably 
have been perceived as a local protector deity. Artificial platforms similar to those 
on its summit have been found on mountain summits near Cuzco, such as on 
Cerro Pinta and Pachatusan, and even exist at ca. 6,700 m (21,981 feet) in the 
southern Andes.120 These had a religious function, as is clear from the Inca ritual 
offerings found buried in them (not for nothing have the platforms on Machu 
Picchu Mountain been extensively dug into by treasure hunters), the extensive 
system of structures and roads leading to and up the mountains (hardly neces-
sary for only making signals), the sacredness of the mountains themselves, and 

Figure 2.21. Machu Picchu Mountain dominates the background in this view from the hilltop of the 
Intihuatana. The Sacred Plaza is in the lower part of the picture along with the Principal Temple. To 
its left is the Temple of Three Windows.
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the negligible role that signal stations could have played on the higher peaks in a 
system of communications.121 This does not mean that the platforms could not 
have served as places from which to send signals in some cases, but this purpose 
would have been of secondary importance compared to the religious-political-
economic factors involved in worship of the mountains themselves.

There is another reason for Machu Picchu Mountain’s importance. Bingham 
noted that there were several springs on the side of this mountain that were utilized 
by people at Machu Picchu to supply water.122 Sources of water were (and still 
are) in themselves sacred and made up a substantial number of the sacred places 
surrounding Cuzco, as noted by Cobo in the mid-1600s.123 But of particular inter-
est is a common belief in the Cuzco region that water originating lower down on 
the slopes of a mountain originates inside the mountain itself.124 West of Cuzco 
springs are even seen as the entrances used by the mountain gods.125

As I noted with regard to the ruins of Machu Picchu, they (and thus Machu 
Picchu Mountain) do not exist in isolation but rather are on a ridge that extends 
down from Salcantay. Given the nature of Inca beliefs, it is not unlikely that the 
water that led through Machu Picchu was thought to take on part of the sacred 
character of Salcantay. These waters would in turn have been used in the ritual 
fountains at the site and may have been utilized to some degree for irrigation. 
The mountains, subterranean waters, irrigation systems, and river flow would thus 
have been united in a sacred hydraulic chain.126

When I began this discussion of the sacred geography of the Machu Picchu 
region, I noted that one river in particular played an important role at the site, 
and we should now examine why this was so.

thE uRubAMbA (VIlCAnotA) RIVER
A legend of the Quechua people living near Cuzco links the daily rebirth of the 
sun with its passage beneath the Vilcanota River, whose waters it drinks to regain 
its brightness.127 (The name of the river changes from Vilcanota to Urubamba 
before it reaches Machu Picchu.) The Vilcanota River runs southeast to northwest 
(until beyond Machu Picchu) (Figure 2.4), and it is considered the terrestrial 
reflection of the daytime path of the sun during the period surrounding the 
December solstice.128 Between the months of November and February the axis 
of the Milky Way runs southeast to northwest, with one end being near the posi-
tion of the rising sun at the December solstice, and the sun rises at this time into 
the Milky Way.129
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According to current-day beliefs the sun follows the course of the Vilcanota 
River underground during the night to rise again the next day in the east.130 The 
rainy period intensifies after the December solstice, when the flow of the rivers 
increases and the growing season begins. The legend does not specifically refer to 
the region farther downriver to Machu Picchu, nor is there historical documen-
tation of the same beliefs being held by the Incas, but there is evidence that this 
was the case, as we will see.

Based on the above, it would seem that it was not by chance that the name 
Vilcanota meant “house of the sun” or “house where the sun was born” in the 
language of the Aymara people, presumably because the river (and the mountain 
range of the same name at its source) flows along the sun’s path as seen from 
Cuzco.131 The Vilcanota River is also equated today with the celestial river, the 
Milky Way,132 and probably was during the Inca period as well.

The Vilcanota River has its principal sources of origin in the snows of 
Ausangate and in the snows of mountains (associated in contemporary beliefs with 
Ausangate) located above the Pass of La Raya, southeast of Cuzco (see Figures 2.4 
and 2.22). All rivers that have their sources in Ausangate are seen today to partake 
of its powers and sacred character.133 In addition, the snows of other sacred moun-
tains, including Veronica and Salcantay, also feed this river. It is widely believed 
that such water is a fertilizing agent of the mountain gods.134

The river itself is viewed as an important deity among people in the Cuzco 
region today.135 Its sacred character at the time of the Incas is demonstrated 
by important ruins at its source,136 which were associated with the temple of 
Vilcanota (located at the Pass of La Raya), noted as one of the most important in 
the Inca Empire (Figure 2.22).137 This is also supported by our knowledge of the 
religious significance of rivers in Inca thought and, of course, by the numerous 
Inca sites of importance, including Pisac and Ollantaytambo, found along the 
Vilcanota/Urubamba River’s course until passing by Machu Picchu. (6)

After completing his acts of creation at Lake Titicaca, the Inca deity Viracocha 
is believed to have followed a route in his journey from the lake to the ocean that 
followed a SE–NW line (i.e., paralleling the general course of the Vilcanota River) 
until well beyond Machu Picchu.138 Urton believes that Viracocha can be equated 
in Inca thought with the Vilcanota River and the Milky Way.139 Viracocha was 
certainly closely associated with water cults and mountains,140 and important 
temples devoted to him, such as at Rajchi and Viracochan (southeast of Cuzco), 
were located along the Vilcanota River.141 (Indeed, the river sets off the mountain 
of Viracochan by making a loop around it, much as it does at Machu Picchu.) 
This may be one reason that two statues of Viracocha were reportedly kept at 
Amaybamba,142 a place along the river of the same name not far from Machu 
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Figure 2.22. The pass of La Raya, location of the Temple of Vilcanota, origin of the Vilcanota 
(Urubamba) River and final destination of an annual pilgrimage made by the Incas.
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Picchu, which flowed into the Vilcanota River (see Figure 1.10). A third statue 
was kept in the same area near the bridge above Chaullay that crossed the river 
and led to Vilcabamba.143 It does not seem mere coincidence that above the 
region in which the statues were located is another mountain named Viracochan 
(Figure 1.10).144 (7)

What we have, then, is a river with a conceptual tie with the passage, and 
even birth, of the sun. The river’s origin is also directly linked to Ausangate, one 
of the two major mountain deities of the entire Cuzco region. The river makes 
a virtual loop around Machu Picchu and Huayna Picchu, which are themselves 
at the end of an arm of Salcantay, the other principal mountain deity (Figure 
1.10). The river passage as a whole roughly follows the path of the sun, which 
rises during the December solstice from behind Ausangate (only to set, as seen 
from Machu Picchu, behind another of the major snow peaks—and provider of 
water—Pumasillo). It also is in accord with the legendary journey of the Inca 
creator deity, Viracocha.

When the river winds around Machu Picchu, the outer part of the loop is 
on its north side, while Salcantay lies due south. In addition, the Aobamba and 
Cusichaka rivers, which set off the Machu Picchu sanctuary sites north and south 
of the famous Inca Trail and flow into the Urubamba River, both have their prin-
cipal origins from the snows of Salcantay. The Southern Cross, at the center of the 
Milky Way (the celestial water source in Inca thought), appears above Salcantay 
when it reaches its highest point in the sky. The people at Machu Picchu would 
have been well aware of the sun rising from behind Ausangate (even though the 
mountain was not visible from Machu Picchu) and setting behind Pumasillo at 
the December solstice.

As we have seen, the Incas had an intense concern with the sun’s passage, with 
sacred mountains, and with the orientation of water flow.145 Clearly, the unique 
combination of these elements at Machu Picchu would have led to its being 
considered an especially powerful sacred center.
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Figure 3.1a: The layout of Machu Picchu can best 
be seen looking south from Huanacauri.
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Since there are no historical records or oral traditions that deal directly with 
architecture at Machu Picchu, any interpretation must be based on comparisons 
with Inca structures elsewhere, on our knowledge of Inca beliefs, on ethnographic 
data, and on logical deductions formed from examinations of the architecture’s 
features within the natural settings. It would seem obvious that, if the reasons for 

Machu Picchu’s location and primary 
functions were related to sacred land-
scape in conjunction with celestial 
orientations and a hydrological cycle, 
we can expect that such factors would 
be reflected in some of the promi-
nent architectural features at the site 
(Figure 3.1).

Although speculative, the presen-
tation of hypotheses to explain some 
structures should assist in provoking a 
closer examination of their functions 
and placing them within the broader 
context of which they are a part. This 
may be premature given the lack of 
material available on Machu Picchu, 
but avoiding the issue does not serve 
science and instead leaves a vacuum 
that leads to many highly improbable 
interpretations, such as can be heard 
daily by visitors to the site. Alternative 
explanations to those I present can 
be found in some of the principal 
publications referred to in the text, 
beginning with Hiram Bingham’s 
(1979) main work, and they will not 
be dealt with in detail here.
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Figure 3.1b. A plan of Machu Picchu. (Plan courtesy of Kenneth Wright 2000).
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tEMPlES on thE SACRED PlAzA
Many visitors to Machu Picchu begin their tour by obtaining an overview of the 
site from a location near what has come to be called the Watchman’s House (also 
Guardhouse) (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). It is adjacent to the so-called Terrace of the 
Ceremonial Rock, around which can be seen a number of river stones—probably 
used during Inca times in rituals to invoke water and fertility (Figure 3.4). Inca 
pilgrims would have passed by the same location on their way to enter the site 
through the main gateway (Figure 3.5). After passing through the gateway, the 
trail leads to some of the most impressive structures at Machu Picchu, forming 
part of what Bingham called the Sacred Plaza (Figure 3.6).146

Bordering the plaza on its north side is the Principal Temple, which is open 
to the south and contains a large, carved stone altar (Figure 3.7). Bingham exca-
vated the floor of this structure, but he did not find any artifacts of note. He was 
surprised, however, to discover a layer of white sand. Although sand was occasion-
ally utilized in other Inca structures,147 the use of white sand in this setting calls 
to mind the sand found in the plazas of Haucaypata and Cusipata in Cuzco.148 
Here the sand was brought from the Pacific coast (presumably done at the order 
of the emperor Pachacuti when he had Cuzco rebuilt) and said to be offered in 
 reverence to the creator deity Ticsi Viracocha.149 He was called this name when 

Figure 3.2. Overview of Machu Picchu from near the Watchman’s House.
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he was associated with the ocean,150 and, as we have seen, three idols of Viracocha 
were located not far below Machu Picchu. The presence of sand in the plaza sug-
gests that the ocean (mother of all waters) was seen as being ritually placed in the 
religious center of Cuzco.151 Keeping in mind information presented above and 
that Machu Picchu was a center likely built by Pachacuti, it would seem reasonable 
to assume that this was the case at the Principal Temple as well.

Whereas the ocean is thought of as the origin of all waters, the mountains are 
perceived as controllers of the waters.152 For this reason seawater and seashells are 
often used in rituals for rain carried out on mountain summits in the Andes.153 We 
could, therefore, see the use of sand in the floor of the Principal Temple, open in 
the direction of Machu Picchu Mountain and Salcantay (and associated celestial 
phenomena), as playing a role in a mountain/water cult. On the east side of the 
Sacred Plaza is a beautifully built structure that Bingham named the Temple of 
the Three Windows (Figure 3.8). He noted the uniqueness of such large win-
dows in an Inca building and the obvious ceremonial nature of the structure.154 
The windows look out toward the mountains and Urubamba River to the east, 
while the structure is open to the west with a clear view to the Pumasillo range 
(Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.3. The Watchman’s House and llama.
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Excavations beneath the Temple of the Three Windows and elsewhere near the 
Sacred Plaza unearthed shards of 66 vessels. Of these vessels, 56 were for holding 
liquids (see Figure 3.10).155 It could be argued that such a percentage would hold 
for pottery found at any ceremonial site whatever its purpose. The discovery, 
however, of vessels for holding liquids so near the area of sand at the center of a 
site that likely was associated with water/weather ceremonies would suggest that 
the vessels were used in such rites. The many shards found below the windows 
indicate that the vessels may have been ritually broken, a practice that took place 
in pre-Inca times and is still common in the Andes today.156 (Most of the intact 
vessels collected by Bingham came from burials, some of which were accessible 
under boulders and likely received offerings during the Inca period; see Figure 
3.11.) This hypothesis is further strengthened when we place these finds and 
ceremonial structures within the context of Machu Picchu’s sacred geographical 
setting and in view of my interpretation of the Intihuatana stone (see below), 
which is on a hill overlooking the Sacred Plaza and connected to it by the most 
carefully constructed stairway at Machu Picchu. (8)

Figure 3.�. River rocks are found scattered around the “ceremonial stone” near the Watchman’s House.
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SACRED StonES
Some of the stones at Machu Picchu have been carved or set off in such a way 
that clearly indicates they were either worshipped in themselves or used as places 
of worship. It will not be possible to examine the majority of such stones here, 
but a few comments should be made as to how they fit into an interpretation of 
Machu Picchu in terms of sacred geography. Before examining some of the stones 
at Machu Picchu, we should take a look at beliefs held about stones in traditional 
Andean religion.

In this brief overview I am primarily concerned with stones or boulders that 
are not moveable, although this does not mean they do not share characteristics 
with ones that have been set up artificially. Examining the literature, we find that 
large stones are often believed to house spirits, and in some cases these spirits are 
those of ancestors.157 When found next to fields or villages, they are frequently 
perceived as protector spirits and as capable of increasing productivity. This is the 
case near Cuzco today,158 and similar beliefs were held in prehispanic times over 
a large area of Peru.159

Figure 3.5. The main gateway at Machu Picchu.
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Figure 3.6. The Sacred Plaza, in the 
lower left center of the picture, was 
aptly named by Bingham because of 
the religious nature of the structures 
surrounding it. The Principal Temple is 
visible with finely carved steps leading 
up from it to the Intihuatana stone 
(behind the structure in the upper left 
center). Huayna Picchu is the mountain 
in the background on the right.
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Stones were also noted throughout the Andes as representing mountain gods.160 
Near Cuzco stones were worshipped on mountains such as Huanacauri,161 and we 
know that a stone shaped like this mountain was worshipped outside of Cuzco.162 
Boulders at villages are still worshipped because of their association with major 
mountains of the area, such as Ausangate.163 Given the above, it is easy to under-
stand why Bernabé Cobo, writing in the mid-1600s, listed stones as making up 
29 percent of the sacred objects around Cuzco.164

Turning now specifically to stones at Machu Picchu, we first have to establish 
what evidence can be used to determine the possible function of a stone in terms 
of sacred geography. (9) Since there is no direct historical evidence and the rea-
sons that boulders were worshipped were not always the same, we have to look at 
each stone relative to its location within the site and see if its shape, how it was 
viewed (following the approach to it constructed by the Incas), and nearby items 
would help in establishing its function (e.g., if sacred geographical features were 
replicated). I am aware of only a few cases where these factors appear to come 
together, but these are significant ones.

thE IntIhuAtAnA
The Intihuatana stone is the centerpiece of a prominent ritual site at the ruins. It 
was named Intihuatana by Bingham because of its resemblance to similar carved 
stones near Cuzco that had been previously called by this term, which means 
roughly “the place to which the sun was tied.”165 According to John Rowe this 
name does not appear in the literature until 1856, where is was applied to a “huge 
block” above the Inca site at Ollantaytambo.166

Most discussions of the Intihuatana have interpreted it as a sundial, but doubts 
about this were expressed as long ago as 1910.167 Recent studies by astronomers 
have been unable to see how the Intihuatana might have served such a function.168 
Even if the angles carved on the stone should prove to have had some role in 
astronomical observations,169 that still would not rule out its having played a role 
in mountain worship, as we will see below.

It is significant that, viewed from the Intihuatana at Machu Picchu, sacred 
mountains are in alignment with the cardinal directions. The Veronica range lies to 
the east, and the sun rises behind its highest summit at the equinoxes (cf. Figures 
1.10, 2.14, 3.12, and 3.13). Huayna Picchu is due north (Figure 3.14). A line of 
snowcapped peaks of the Pumasillo range is to the west, the sun setting behind 
the highest summit (246˚) at the December solstice and the equinox line crossing 
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Figure 3.7. This structure was named the Principal Temple by Hiram Bingham. Sand was found to 
cover the floor of the temple.
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Figure 3.�. The beautifully carved windows that gave rise to the name Temple of the Three 
Windows. It borders the eastern side of the Sacred Plaza.
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its northern end (Figures 1.10, 2.11, and 3.15). The massif of Salcantay lies to the 
south, its highest summit being at an azimuth of precisely 180 .̊ Salcantay is not 
visible from the Intihuatana, but it is visible from the summits of Huayna Picchu 
and Machu Picchu peak (see Figure 2.20). The Intihuatana was, therefore, at a 
central point from which sacred mountains were in alignment with the cardinal 
directions and where significant celestial activity took place (see appendix).

The Intihuatana is also well situated for other astronomical observations. The 
setting sun at the equinoxes occurs behind the highest summit of Cerro San 
Miguel (272˚) (Figures 3.15 and 3.16). The sun can be seen to rise from behind 
Cerro San Gabriel at the June solstice at 61˚ (Figure 3.13)170 and to set behind 
the San Miguel ridge at 297 .̊ (As a result of the higher elevation on the horizon 
of the nearest peaks, there is a slight deviation from those azimuths taken when 
the sunrises and sunsets are viewed across an open, horizontal plane.) The sun 
at the December solstice rises out of the Urubamba River valley at 112˚ (Figure 
3.13). The Southern Cross would have been seen to move around Machu Picchu 
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Mountain.171 Thus the location of the Intihuatana on a high point of a ridge gave 
it an exceptional place from which to make astronomical observations in conjunc-
tion with sacred geographical features, helping make Machu Picchu a center of 
special supernatural power.

The shape of the Intihuatana resembles that of a mountain. This is particularly 
striking when one juxtaposes it with Huayna Picchu. The shadows cast on the 
Intihuatana also are replicated by those on Huayna Picchu (Figure 3.14). Even 
the base of the vertical stone appears to imitate the shape of the lower part of 
Huayna Picchu. This alignment occurs when one enters the summit compound 
by its main entrance and ascends the left-hand steps to the Intihuatana and looks 
toward it. There is only one other set of steps that lead to the Intihuatana from 
the temple area below. These are wider and just to the right of the first set; perhaps 
they were meant to be used by people not taking part in the worship performed 
at the boulder to the left. Carved into the boulder next to where the steps end is 
a V-shaped depression “pointing” south, which, given its location, was likely used 
as a place for offerings.

A similar rock carving is found on the summit of Huayna Picchu. It “points” 
due south in the direction of the Intihuatana and Salcantay (Figure 2.20). The 
placement of one set of steps and the V-shaped depression would appear inten-
tional, establishing a place for someone to view the Intihuatana in alignment with 
Huayna Picchu. This would indicate that the Intihuatana was carved to replicate 
the mountain.

Interestingly, if a person stands on the opposite side of the Intihuatana and 
looks south, its shape seems to replicate that of Machu Picchu Mountain and its 
northern slope (Figure 3.17). If this was intentional on the part of the Incas, the 
Intihuatana would be simultaneously duplicating the shapes of the two sacred 
mountains closest to Machu Picchu. This would provide an unusual example in 
worked stone of the kind of reflexivity that has been noted for some Inca sites and 
structures located elsewhere, including near Machu Picchu, as we will see.

As far as the Intihuatana having been used as a kind of solar observatory, it 
quite possibly was, but in a different way from that postulated by the sundial 
theory. Traditional peoples in the Cuzco region still use the movements of shad-
ows across the mountains to tell time, and in the past they observed shadows on 
vertical stones for the same purpose.172 Thus observations could have been made 
of the sun’s movements across the Intihuatana (which replicated a sacred moun-
tain) while those movements were also being made on the mountain itself (i.e., 
Huayna Picchu). This would be different from simply observing the shadow cast 
on a flat surface by the column of a sundial in order to tell time and would be a 
more powerful melding of natural symbols as well.
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Figure 3.9. A view to the west from in front of the Temple of the Three Windows. The arrow points 
to the summit of Pumasillo. The Principal Temple is on the right.
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The evidence points to Rowe’s having been correct when he stated that the 
Intihuatana may have symbolized the “place spirit” of the mountain on which it 
stands.173 I mentioned earlier that the Incas worshipped a stone having the shape 
of the sacred mountain Huanacauri, and this is just one of several examples of the 
Incas having undertaken the kind of replication noted here (see Guchte 1990). 
(10) Additional support for this hypothesis comes from a drawing done in 1613 
of sacred objects and idols. In it the Inca Topa is portrayed as questioning some 
idols that have the shape of the Intihuatana (Figure 3.18).174 He is asking which 
one was responsible for causing bad weather, a role often attributed to mountain 
deities. Certainly if Machu Picchu was built with a primary factor being its situ-
ation relative to sacred geographical features, then it would be logical for one of 
its outstanding landmarks, a prominent carved stone, to serve as the symbolic 
representation of a sacred mountain.

Figure 3.10. The aribalo (arybalo) was mainly used to hold liquids, and it was common among the 
pottery found by Bingham at Machu Picchu. Its form is distinctive to the Incas. (This example from 
the Inca site on Mount Llullaillaco was recovered with its original rope in place.)
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thE SACRED RoCk

There is another boulder that some investigators believe replicates the shape of a 
mountain,175 a particularly prominent boulder found at the north end of the site. 
It has come to be called the Sacred Rock by some authors, although there are, 
of course, many other sacred rocks at Machu Picchu. This one has been singled 
out because of its large size, its demarcation by a stone platform on one side of 
an open square, its similarity in shape to the contours of one of the mountains 
in the background, and its location between two stone buildings with the third 
side open.

The main entry to the Sacred Rock complex via this open third side does seem 
to indicate that the stone was meant to be viewed with the mountains in the 
background. An exact fit with any one of these mountains is difficult, however, 
to discern, the mountain Yanantin coming closest (Figure 3.19).

The anthropologist Robert Randall noted that if a person turned to look 
out the one open side of the Sacred Rock complex, he or she would be facing 

Figure 3.11. Skulls of ancestors were still being worshipped along the Inca Trail in Huayllabamba 
during the 19�0s.
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Figure 3.12. Sunrise as seen from Machu Picchu.
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Pumasillo, which does indeed replicate the shape of the Sacred Rock.176 We may 
also have another example of reflexivity involving sacred mountains on opposite 
sides of a carved boulder, as noted above. Although it is not firmly established 
whether the Sacred Rock was worshipped as representing a mountain, given 
the above and my interpretation of Machu Picchu as a whole, this explanation 
seems reasonable.

thE Sun tEMPlE (toRREón)

Additional stones clearly meant for ritual use are the large stones into which 
platforms or altars have been carved. One of the best-known examples of this 
is a carved boulder found inside the structure named the Semicircular Temple 
by Bingham and now commonly called the Temple of the Sun or the Torreón 

Figure 3.13. Looking east from the Intihuatana, which is in the foreground. The left arrow marks 
the rising point of the sun at the June solstice, the center one the rising point of the sun at the 
equinoxes, and the right one the rising point of the sun at the December solstice (above the 
Urubamba River gorge).
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Figure 3.1�. The Intihuatana stone appears to replicate the shape of, and the play of 
shadows on, Huayna Picchu in the background. Even the base of the stone appears 
to be carved to represent in an abstract manner the shape of the mountain.
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Figure 3.15. A view to the west from the Intihuatana. The arrow on the left points to the summit of 
Pumasillo behind which the sun sets at the December solstice. The arrow on the right indicates the 
point (on the summit of Cerro San Miguel) where the sun sets at the equinoxes.
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(see Figures 3.20 and 3.21).177 The walls built around the carved boulder contain 
some of the finest Inca stonework known, and the rare, elliptical form of the struc-
ture recalls that of the Temple of the Sun (Coricancha) in Cuzco (Figure 3.22).

The top of the boulder inside the Temple of the Sun apparently was utilized 
as an altar. By use of a carving in its surface, it may also have served as an aid 
in making observations of the June solstice (Figure 3.23).178 Since the position 
where the Pleiades rise is close to that of the sun at the June solstice,179 a window 
orientated to one included the other. The Pleiades were (and still are) closely 
associated with crop fertility and the forecasting of weather.180 (11) The Pleiades 
are due north when they reach their highest point in the sky, and thus they will 
also be above Huayna Picchu. This juxtaposition thereby presents a parallel to the 
Southern Cross and Salcantay to the south. 

When the sun shines through the window onto the carving of the rock at 
the June solstice, it also appears from behind the top of the peak called, by some 
locals, San Gabriel.181 Although it is one of the lower mountains of the Veronica 
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Figure 3.16. The sun’s rays illuminate the sky as the sun sets behind the Intihuatana.
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Figure 3.17. A view south to the Intihuatana with Machu Picchu Mountain in the background. Here, too, 
it appears to replicate the shape of, and the play of shadows on, a mountain in the background. Just 
behind the Intihuatana are two sets of steps that worshippers used to reach the sacred stone.
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Figure 3.1�. An Inca is depicted worshipping at a carved stone that resembles the Intihuatana 
at Machu Picchu (from Guaman Poma 19�0 [1613]).
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range, it is nonetheless notable as seen from Machu Picchu. It would seem that in 
this case there is a direct link between astronomical observations and mountains, 
where the celestial body (and the place from which it was observed—in this case 
a carved boulder) gains in importance because of its association with a prominent 
peak on the horizon. We have already seen the importance of the Veronica range 
in beliefs relating to weather and fertility.

The large boulder inside the Temple of the Sun also forms the top of a cave, 
and this would probably have added to the building’s sacredness (Figure 3.24). The 
cave contains beautifully carved stones and niches, which led Bingham to believe it 
was used as a royal mausoleum (see Figure 3.25).182 From the cave’s entrance one 
can look out toward San Gabriel and surrounding mountains. At the entrance is 
a boulder carved in a stepped pattern that some authors believe was commonly 
used to symbolize a mountain,183 an interpretation that would also be in accord 
with that of the Temple of the Sun above. There is other evidence pertaining to 
beliefs about caves in Inca thought to support the hypothesis that the cave was 
associated with mountain worship, which I will examine below.

Figure 3.19. Called by some the Sacred Rock, this boulder was especially demarcated by a stone 
wall at its base. It may have been set off in order to replicate the shape of the mountain Yanantin 
(directly behind it) in the background (San Gabriel is on the right). The boulder is more similar, 
however, to Pumasillo, visible in the opposite direction, which is the only open side of the complex.
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tEMPlE oF thE Moon
The Temple of the Moon is actually a cave situated some 390 m/1,280 feet below 
the summit of Huayna Picchu on its steep northern side. It contains some very 
fine Inca stonework (Figure 3.26). Apparently the cave was given its name by 
people in modern times who observed that during the night of a full moon the 
cave’s interior became illuminated.184 It is probably of greater importance that 
it looks out at the equinox setting point of the sun on the ridge of Cerro San 
Miguel, which coincides with the place on the horizon where the sun sets on the 
June solstice as seen from the Intihuatana.

Since not all caves received such special treatment, we should examine what 
elements could have played a role in the high status bestowed on this one. It is 
possible that water, fairly scarce in this area, came out of a spring near the cave or 
even from inside it.185 The location of the cave high on the sacred mountain of 
Huayna Picchu could also have been a factor.

When we examine beliefs about caves in the Andes, there are shared features that 
could help explain the special attention paid to this one. Historical sources note that 
caves were often perceived as the entrances into the mountains from which the first 
ancestors came, and frequently bodies of dead ancestors were kept in caves. Such beliefs 
and practices were in many cases linked to the concept that people came out from the 
mountains through caves and that the souls themselves return to reside there.

Caves are seen as the entrances into the mountains where the mountain gods 
reside in many parts of Peru.186 This belief was noted in the Inca period,187 and 
it still exists in the area of Cuzco today.188 Similar beliefs are held as far afield as 
Bolivia and Chile.189 Caves could also be seen as entrances into the mountains that 
animals, believed to belong to the mountain gods, could use as well. In addition, 
caves were places for leaving offerings to the mountain deities.190

Archaeologists have made recent discoveries below the Temple of the Moon 
that appear to support the interpretation that it was related to mountain worship. 
They found a structure that had two small holes in two niches. The only thing 
visible when looking through the holes was a prominent mountain across the river 
called Yanantin.191 The archaeologists believe that the holes were made as part of 
practices done in worship of this sacred mountain. Yanantin is the same mountain 
that may have been replicated by the Sacred Rock.

Taken as a whole, the evidence points to the Temple of the Moon having 
become important, at least in part, as a result of its association with mountain 
worship. Perhaps its opening out, albeit only in a general way, toward the setting 
sun at the equinoxes (which in turn occur at the same place where the June solstice 
sets as seen from the Intihuatana) added to its sacredness.
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Figure 3.20. View to the Sun Temple (Torreón) with the Intihuatana hill behind.
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Figure 3.21. The Sun Temple is one of the best-constructed structures at Machu Picchu. The 
boulder inside it may have been carved partly to serve as an altar and also to observe the rise of the 
sun and the Pleiades at the June solstice through a window orientated in that direction.
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IntIMAChAy AnD thE ConDoR StonE
Intimachay is a small cave that also has some fine Inca stonework indicating 
that it was of special significance to the Incas. It is located on the eastern side of 
Machu Picchu, just below what has been named the “Industrial Quarter” on some 
plans of the site. A convincing case has been made that it was built primarily as 
a place to observe the December solstice sunrise.192 As seen from Machu Picchu, 
on the December solstice the sun does not rise behind any noteworthy feature of 
the horizon. Below the immediate horizon, however, the sun does rise from the 
narrow gorge carved by the sacred Vilcanota River, which we have seen is linked 
with Ausangate (from behind which the December solstice rises), the Milky Way, 
the sun’s passage, and water/fertility beliefs in general.

There is a unique stone carving located close to the Intimachay cave that has 
commonly been thought to represent a condor because of similarities between 
it and a condor’s head (Figure 3.27). Bearing in mind that this identification is 
by no means certain, it might be recalled that we have already seen how condors 
are believed over much of the Andes to represent—or manifest—the mountain 
deities, including Salcantay.

Figure 3.22. The elliptical wall of the Temple of the Sun (Coricancha) in Cuzco is one of the most astonishing 
examples of Inca stonework. The Dominican Church was constructed over the temple’s remains.
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tERRACES, IRRIgAtIon, AnD FountAInS
Machu Picchu is renowned for its terraces. It has been shown that terracing helps 
prevent erosion, increases the amount of level ground, and softens the effects of 
climatic variation.193 This means that agricultural production is increased, espe-
cially as terraces are often irrigated, and thus the growing time is shortened.

The crop most likely cultivated at Machu Picchu was probably maize, with 
perhaps some potatoes.194 Maize played an important role in religious ceremonies, 
and, given Machu Picchu’s importance as a religious center, any grown at the site 
would have likely been viewed as especially sacred.

Mountain deities were (and still are) closely linked with cultivation terraces 
and irrigation systems,195 and this was also the case in the Cuzco region.196 This is 
understandable given their role in providing water and controlling the hydrologi-
cal cycle,197 the use made of their slopes,198 and their perceived role in causing 
landslides and earthquakes.199 It is, therefore, difficult to imagine the Incas not 
making offerings to the mountain on which they constructed terraces.

Figure 3.23. The rock inside the Sun Temple at Machu Picchu was carved to indicate the rise of the 
June solstice through the window opposite.
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Figure 3.2�. The Incas built the Sun Temple over a naturally formed cave.
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Figure 3.25. The cave under the boulder of the Sun Temple was called the Royal Mausoleum by 
Bingham (although no funerary items were found), and the fine stonework inside it indicates that it 
had a ceremonial function. Here one sees the stepped, carved boulder at the entrance.
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Figure 3.26. The so-called Temple of the Moon is a cave on the slopes of Huayna Picchu, which 
contains examples of some of fine Inca stonework.
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Bingham noted the scarcity of water at Machu Picchu and even suggested that 
this lack may have been a reason for the abandonment of the site.200 A recent 
hydrological study established, however, that the Incas did not abandon Machu 
Picchu because of water shortage.201 We have seen how the water would have been 
considered sacred (Figures 3.28 and 3.29). A large number of well-built fountains 
is not common in Inca sites, and the ones at Machu Picchu probably were utilized 
in good part for ritual bathing and ablutions. This underscores the role that water 
played in the sacred nature of the site.

The extensive terracing and dominant position of Machu Picchu on a steep 
mountainside have led some people to point to what they believe is the excellent 
defensive nature of Machu Picchu (see Figure 3.30) .202 Although Machu Picchu 
certainly is situated in an impressive location, there is no evidence that there was a 
serious threat from the jungle area, and recent analysis of bones found little cranial 
trauma, which suggests that the site did not experience attacks.203 On one hand 
this evidence is consistent with the general picture we have of Machu Picchu’s 
location being within a system of pilgrimage sites rather than ones of a defensive 
nature. On the other hand, as we will see, the Incas may have conquered the area, 
especially around Vitcos, west of Machu Picchu, at least in part to use as a base to 
attack their traditional enemies, the Chancas, in the hills to the west.204

Nonetheless, Machu Picchu seems to have been constructed primarily for reli-
gious reasons.205 Scholars have noted that the walls and enclosures only hindered 
access rather than provided a solid system of defense. In some cases structures 
thought to have been defensive may have been built for other purposes (e.g., the 
moat likely was used to collect water runoff rather than to provide a defensive 
barrier). The outer walls seem to have been intended more for enclosing a reli-
gious site than for defense per se.206 The idea that Machu Picchu was chosen for 
defensive reasons seems even less probable when we see that other important Inca 
centers in the area were not of a defensive nature.207
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Figure 3.27. In the lower part of the photo is the so-called Condor Stone. The ruins above it are 
part of what Bingham called the Unusual Niches group.
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Figure 3.2� (left). Water was routed from the lower right in this view north toward Machu Picchu 
from the northern slope of the mountain for which it is named.

Figure 3.29 (above). An enclosed fountain (bottom of photo) is the first in a series that descends 
from close to the Temple of the Sun. The fine stonework found in fountains and their locations at 
Machu Picchu suggest that they were used in rituals.
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Figure 3.30. The construction of terraces on steep hillsides is one of the impressive aspects of Machu 
Picchu. View to the east from Cerro San Miguel.
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Figure �.1. Phuyupatamarka is at the origin of a river that joins the Urubamba River below and clearly 
was an important ceremonial site on the way to Machu Picchu.

9�

Chapter Four

Further Sites in  
the Region
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If the construction of Machu Picchu was related to a significant 
degree to sacred landscape, it would seem likely that other sites 
associated with it would play supportive roles. They, too, might 
have features that could be better understood using our knowl-
edge of sacred geography in the area. A discussion of these sites, 
some of which are quite important in their own right, will in 
turn enable us to see Machu Picchu within the broader context 
of which it was a part (see Figures 1.10 and 1.12).

PhuyuPAtAMARkA
Phuyupatamarka is situated just below the crest of a ridge at 
approximately 3,550 m/11,647 feet elevation, ca. 6 km south-
east of Machu Picchu. One of the most important sites along 
the famed Inca Trail (see Figure 1.12), it consists of structures 
that clearly formed part of a ceremonial complex (Figures 4.1 
and 4.2).208 Several “baths,” probably used for ritual purposes, 
descend from a source that carries water originating from a 
spring in the mountainside.

About 100 m/328 feet above the main complex, on a high 
point of the ridge, is a platform with a retaining wall following 
the shape of the terrain. The platform affords excellent views 
of the major snowcapped peaks, including Salcantay to the 
south, numerous snow peaks (e.g., Pumasillo) to the west, and 
Veronica (Waqaywillka) to the east by northeast (see Figures 
4.1, 4.3, and 4.4). Machu Picchu peak lies below to the north. 
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Although the summit platform could have served as a signal station, as suggested 
by some authors (e.g., the anthropologist Paul Fejos),209 I believe its main function 
was as a place from which to worship the surrounding mountains. If the common 
custom at such sites was followed, then some of the ritual offerings would have 
been buried. This would explain why there was so much digging done there, and 
not apparently elsewhere, by treasure hunters. Of course, the place itself would 
have been sacred, this particular site doubtless having been chosen because of the 
water source, as the archaeologist Margaret MacLean has surmised.210

Water sources, especially those that led to important irrigation works, were 
usually considered sacred by the Incas. This source was likely perceived to have 
been related to Salcantay, being located on a ridge extending down from the 
mountain. Such beliefs are common throughout the Andes, as noted earlier. This 
connection with Salcantay would have increased the sacredness of the source of 
water and the summit platform associated with it.

Figure �.2. A plan of the ruins at Phuyupatamarka (adapted from MacLean 19�6).
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Figure �.3. The arrow points to Pumasillo in the distance. A lone individual stands on the artificial 
platform above Phuyupatamarka.

The fact that no large structure exists on the summit should not lead one to 
assume that the hilltop itself was of minor importance. We know that most of 
the ritual sites on mountain summits were not impressive, whereas the mountains 
themselves were among the most important deities in Inca religion, and large com-
plexes connected to their worship were frequently built on their slopes below.211

In summary, Phuyupatamarka was likely a pilgrimage site along the Inca Trail 
to Machu Picchu. The Inca sites along this road indicate it was a very sacred place 
because it was associated with an important water source and because it was a 
place where pilgrims could worship in view of the most sacred mountains of the 
region. Such worship would most likely have been for the usual reasons: fertility 
of crops and animals, protection of the people, success in trade, and so forth. This 
hypothesis helps explain the function of other aspects of the site as well, such as 
the ritual baths.
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Figure �.�. A campsite at night near Phuyupatamarka with Veronica in the background.
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wIñAy wAynA
The site of Wiñay Wayna (Huiñay Huayna) is situated down the slope from 
Phuyupatamarka and a couple of hours’ walk southeast of Machu Picchu. It lies 
at an elevation of about 2,680 m/8,793 feet and is the last major complex of 
ruins on the Inca Trail before reaching Machu Picchu (see Figures 1.10, 1.12, and 
4.5). It basically consists of two groups of structures, an upper and a lower, with 
a series of baths or fountains separating them, and some fine terracing (Figure 
4.6).212 Its religious character is indicated by its having nineteen fountains—more 
than any other Inca site.213 Wiñay Wayna is near a waterfall that originates at 
Phuyupatamarka above (Figure 4.7), and the sites are linked by a superb section 
of Inca road. Thus it seems probable that, aside from assisting in food produc-
tion (and possibly coca growing), Wiñay Wayna was built as a ritual stopping 
place along the pilgrimage road to Machu Picchu—with the sacred water as an 
important aspect of the site’s function.214

Figure �.5. View over ruins at Wiñay Wayna with Veronica in the background.
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Figure �.6. A plan of the ruins at Wiñay Wayna (adapted from MacLean 19�6).

ChoquESuySuy, SAyACMARCA, RunCu RACCAy, 
AnD PIquIllAktA
Choquesuysuy, Sayacmarca (Sayacmarka), and Runcu Raccay illustrate the 
ritual importance of water (and in one case a hilltop) in complexes found on 
the same ridge (in the broadest sense) leading down from Salcantay. There are 
several other sites in this area, some of which have sacred elements (e.g., carved 
boulders), but they seem to have been more in the nature of support sites for 
Machu Picchu.215

Choquesuysuy lies just below a waterfall near a stream where it meets the 
Urubamba River a few kilometers upriver from Machu Picchu. This stream origi-
nates in the spring at Phuyupatamarka. A waterfall exists just above the site. As we 
would expect in view of what we have seen, Choquesuysuy has a sacred character, 
with fountains that likely played a role in the rituals performed there.216
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Figure �.7. View of ruins at Wiñay Wayna with a waterfall behind.
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Sayacmarca and Runcu Raccay lie along the sacred road to Machu Picchu 
(Figures 1.10, 1.12, and 4.8), and they appear to have functioned in part as lodges 
and control points over roads.217 They both, however, overlook the sources of 
rivers. In the case of Sayacmarca there is also a prominent, carved boulder at the 
site (see Figures 4.9 and 4.10). The main building of Runcu Raccay is formed by 
concentric circles of walls, which may be symbolic of a water cult—such circles 
being commonly interpreted elsewhere in the Andes in this way (Figures 4.11 and 
4.12 ).218 In what may be a reflection of a prehispanic custom, during the severe 
drought of 1988 men climbed up to the lake above the waterfall near Runcu 
Raccay and threw rocks into it to wake up the mythological being residing there 
in order for it to cause rain.219 This was a practice at other sacred lakes during the 
Inca period.220

The popular hiking trail to Machu Picchu has as its traditional starting point 
the site of Pattallacta (also known as Llaktapata on some maps), an important 
site on the bank of the Urubamba River (Figure 4.13). The site likely supplied 
Machu Picchu with agricultural products grown in the area. It also has an impor-
tant ceremonial sector, however, with a rare, elliptical wall surrounding a boulder 

Figure �.�. Trekkers follow the Inca Trail as it passes by lakes between Sayacmarca and Runcu Raccay.
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Figure �.9. A plan of the ruins at Sayacmarca (Sayacmarka) (adapted from MacLean 19�6).

situated directly above the Cusichaka (Kusichaca) River (Figure 4.14) close to its 
confluence with the Urubamba River (see Figure 4.15). Having examined ruins 
along the Inca Trail, I will now take a brief look at other sites near Machu Picchu 
that also appear to have played supportive and/or religious roles.

CERRo SAn MIguEl
Across the Urubamba River from Machu Picchu to the west is a mountain called 
Cerro San Miguel (also Vizcachani) (ca. 2,924 m/9,593 feet) (see Figures 1.10 
and 3.15). In 1989 Fernando Astete and I, along with other archaeologists from 
the National Institute of Culture, investigated an artificially formed circular plat-
form on the mountain’s summit. The platform is 25 m in diameter and has an 
upright stone in the center (Figure 4.16). All the principal sacred mountains of 
the region can be seen from this spot. The summit of San Miguel lies due west of 
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Figure �.10. Ruins at Sayacmarca.
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Figure �.11. A plan of the principal structure Runcu Raccay (from MacLean 19�6).

Figure �.12. The main structure at Runcu Raccay.
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Figure �.13. An aerial view of Pattallacta, the site from which the Inca Trail traditionally begins.
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Figure �.1�. The Pattallacta ceremonial complex has an elliptical wall, unusual for the Incas, which 
surrounds a boulder.

112

Machu Picchu. As viewed from the central stone, the Intihuatana is at 92˚ and the 
highest summit of Veronica at 91˚; thus these two ritually significant landmarks 
are on the equinox line and in alignment with each other to one degree.

Parts of a well-constructed Inca road were also seen leading to the platform 
from the east side of the mountain up steep cliffs and through jungle, and this 
emphasizes the site’s importance for the Incas. Farther along the San Miguel ridge 
to the north we saw small structures that are located at the point the June solstice 
would set (297˚) as seen from the Intihuatana.221 There seems little doubt that the 
platform with its central stone was constructed as a marker of the equinox, as a 
place to worship this combination of a mountaintop and sacred alignment, and, 
at least in part, for worship of the sacred geographical features on the horizon. It 
might be added that the mountain San Miguel is also surrounded, like Huayna 
Picchu, on three sides by the Urubamba River.
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Figure �.15. Trekkers on a trail 
that follows the south bank of the 
Urubamba River to Patallacta.
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Figure �.16. An elongated stone was found in the center of a circular platform on Cerro San 
Miguel’s summit lying due west (the equinox line) from Machu Picchu. Salcantay is to the left in the 
background and the Quishuar range to the right.

llAktAPAtA AnD PAlCAy
Bingham located the ruins of Llaktapata (ca. 2,760 m/9,055 feet) on a ridge 
between the Aobamba and Santa Teresa Rivers southwest of Machu Picchu.222 
In previous editions of this book I noted that little was known about Llaktapata 
(Llactapata) and that it did not seem to have had any particular ceremonial func-
tion. (12) Scholars thought that it was likely to have been a control point and 
clearing house for goods. Given its location, however, in a setting similar to Machu 
Picchu’s, I thought that further research needed to be undertaken to determine 
its possible function.

This research was provided by McKim Malville, Hugh Thomson, and Gary 
Ziegler, who investigated Llaktapata in 2003. They surveyed more than 80 
structures, divided into five sectors. While documenting the orientations of the 
structures, they discovered striking parallels with my findings at Machu Picchu and 
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also similarities in orientation, design, and scale of buildings in Sector 1 with the 
Temple of the Sun (Coricancha) in Cuzco. For example, a structure they designated 
as the “Sun Temple” had the outward extension of its corridors align with sunrise 
over Machu Picchu at the June solstice. Among other alignments, they noted that 
the sight line between the Priest’s House at Machu Picchu (open to the December 
solstice sunset and Pumasillo) and the Llaktapata Sun Temple function in dia-
metrically opposite directions for both solstices and mountains (see Figure 4.17). A 
large, artificially raised platform (usnu or ushnu) aligns with the December solstice 
sunrise. They located small platforms on crags that lie directly on the equinox line 
as it crosses the summit of Cerro San Miguel (with its Intihuatana-like stone), and 
thus the line extends on via Machu Picchu’s Intihuatana and Mount Veronica. They 
noted other solstice and mountain alignments and also that several structures and 
a central plaza were aligned with the cardinal directions.

Figure �.17. A plan showing the alignments of Llaktapata with Machu Picchu (from 
Malville, Thomson, and Ziegler 200�).
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Their findings suggest an intent to achieve mutually interactive sight lines, 
and they observe, “Solstice-equinox orientation in relationship with alignments 
on Huayna Picchu and Mount Machu Picchu indicates that adoration and ritual 
focus on these special mountains and the sun may have been the primary purpose 
at Llaktapata.” They conclude: “The sightlines, shrines, and buildings of Machu 
Picchu and Llaktapata appear to establish an extended ritual neighborhood of 
Machu Picchu, containing geographical, astronomical, and cosmological mean-
ing” (see Figure 4.17).223

In 1985 I located a section of Inca road that ran up from the Llaktapata ruins 
along the eastern side of the ridge. (13) The ridge extends from Salcantay via the 
peak called Tucarhuay and parallels the one on which Machu Picchu lies (see 
Figures 1.10 and 4.18). The two ridges are separated by the Aobamba River, but 
they are connected via a series of trails. Bingham followed a trail on the western 
side of the Llaktapata ridge before it descended to the Palcay ruins, at the head-
waters of the Aobamba River. This caused him to miss the eastern trail and sites 
that I located higher along the ridge.

We found an interesting group of structures on a knoll at 3,567 m (11,703 
feet) at the edge of the tree line. The Incas had constructed two well-built struc-
tures enclosed by a low wall that curves around one end. Next to it is a boulder 
with carved steps (Figures 4.19 and 4.20).224 The site’s architecture and location 

Figure �.1�. A campsite near the pass east of Salcantay on the trail to Palcay.
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Figure �.19. Measuring the height of a wall inside one of the ruins located on the ridge 
above Llaktapata at 3,507 m (11,506 feet).

0 5m

(approx.) 5
5m

Figure �.20. A plan of the site located at 3,567 m 
(11,703 feet) on the ridge above Llaktapata (from 
Reinhard 1990b).
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suggest that it primarily served a ceremonial function. The trail continued on, 
partly cut through the side of a cliff, connecting Llaktapata with Palcay (Figures 
4.21 and 4.22).

The Inca site at Palcay (ca. 3,340 m/10,958 feet) was probably important, 
at least in part, for economic and strategic reasons.225 It is situated at the junc-
tion of trails that link Machu Picchu with important Inca sites: Tarawasi to the 
south and Llaktapata and the Santa Teresa River (and eventually the sites of the 
Vilcabamba region) to the west (Figures 1.10 and 4.23). The site, however, may 
have had a religious role as well. It is located below a waterfall at the confluence of 
rivers originating in the glaciers of the sacred mountains Salcantay and Tucarhuay 
(Figure 4.24). Two of the four rooms are well built, but the others were not com-
pleted before the site was abandoned. There is, however, a clear division into what 
would have been four identical rooms aligned precisely with the cardinal directions 
(Figure 4.25).226 Its association with Salcantay and a river flowing north from it 
may not be coincidental, especially in view of the orientations and locations of 
other sites in the region, as we have seen.

Figure �.21. Men at lower right follow an Inca trail as it ascends diagonally through a cliff above the 
site in Figure �.20.
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Figure �.22. Part of the trail shown in Figure �.21 was carved through solid rock.

The archaeological complexes located within the region all appear to either have 
played roles of support or to have had ceremonial functions that complemented 
Machu Picchu. Together they formed an elaborate pilgrimage system, with Machu 
Picchu as its center.227 All of the sites show in their construction and placement a 
great concern with adaptation to the natural landscape. In some important cases 
they demonstrate a close association with sacred geographical features, which 
in turn are aligned with astronomical events of special significance to the Incas. 
Although more research is needed, the evidence from this examination of the 
outlying sites suggests that the Incas were intent on accomplishing a feat that 
demonstrates an extraordinary vision—the physical integration of a wide variety 
of sites, with their cosmology writ large over a vast, sacred landscape.
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Figure �.23. An Inca trail cuts 
horizontally across a sheer cliff on 
the side of Machu Picchu Mountain. It 
linked the site of Machu Picchu with 
Palcay and Llaktapata.
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Figure �.2�. The upper region of the Aobamba River where the ruins of Palcay are located.

Figure �.25. A plan of an unfinished Inca complex at Palcay (adapted from Bingham 1913).
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Chapter Five

the builders of 
Machu Picchu
The identification of those primarily responsible for the construction of Machu 
Picchu could offer clues to its purpose. Some writers have speculated that parts 
of the site had been constructed a couple of hundred years before the Spanish 
conquest.228 Given that the region was inhabited to some degree prior to the 
Incas,229 it would not be surprising to find some evidence of pre-Inca use of the 
ridge at Machu Picchu.230 Based on a study of the architecture and archaeological 
remains, however, the site visible today has been thought by the majority of Inca 
scholars to date to the time of the expansion of the Inca Empire during the reigns 
of Pachacuti and Topa Inca, during the second half of the fifteenth century.231

Figure 5.1. A man representing the emperor Pachacuti is carried at the festival of Inti Raymi in Cuzco.
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In 1987 the archaeologist John Rowe discussed a sixteenth-century document 
that indicates that Machu Picchu was an estate of Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui.232 
Pachacuti has been credited with the initial expansion of the Inca Empire outside 
of the Cuzco valley and into the Vilcabamba region, where he established a center 
at Vitcos in the mid-1400s (Figures 1.10 and 5.1).233

Of interest from the perspective of sacred geography is that Pachacuti was 
likely responsible for the construction, or at least improvement, of a number of 
sites associated with mountain worship (e.g., on Pachatusan, Walla Walla, and 
Huanacauri), as well as numerous ceremonial complexes where worship of sacred 
geographical features took place. He is also the emperor who reportedly had 
Cuzco rebuilt to better reflect political-religious-economic concepts and ensured 
its establishment as a sacred center in the Andean world.234

Among the many projects Pachacuti is credited with undertaking is the 
elaboration of the ceque system, a series of imaginary lines radiating out from 
the Temple of the Sun in Cuzco, which had more than 330 huacas (sacred places 
or objects) situated along them (Figure 5.2).235 The anthropologist David Gow 
found that stones, mountains, and water sources made up 68 percent of these 
huacas.236 The ceques were themselves closely tied to the distribution of water in 

Figure 5.2. A diagram of the ceque (imaginary line) system at Cuzco (from Bauer 199�).
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the Cuzco valley.237 This concern with the sacred geographical environment con-
tinued with Pachacuti’s son, Topa Inca, during whose reign (ca. AD 1463–1493) 
hundreds of ceremonial sites were constructed on mountain summits throughout 
the Andes.238

According to Rowe, Pachacuti undertook the conquest of Vilcabamba in 
order to use it as a base for attacking his enemies, the Chancas.239 He may have 
established Machu Picchu as a memorial to his conquest. The archaeologist Ann 
Kendall believes that Pachacuti might have intended it to be a ceremonial center 
to replace the important site of Pisac (northeast of Cuzco), which he had built 
and later abandoned (Figure 5.3).240

During Pachacuti’s Vilcabamba campaign Machu Picchu could have been of 
more strategic importance.241 Cobo wrote of how the native people of Vilcabamba 
were impressed by constructions undertaken by the Incas and how this was a 
reason they eventually submitted to them.242 Surely the construction of sites 
and roads throughout the rugged region would have served to demonstrate Inca 
dominance to the local inhabitants.

Figure 5.3. The ruins of Pisac, a royal estate of the emperor Pachacuti, who abandoned it and went 
on to build Machu Picchu.
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The emphasis on religion would also have been linked to such dominance, 
since the deities would have controlled the economy and protected the people 
of the region. When the Amaybamba Valley was later conquered, it became the 
preferred route into Vilcabamba and the road that passed near Machu Picchu fell 
into disuse.243 After the Incas rose up against the Spaniards but were defeated at 
Cuzco, they retreated and established their capital at Vitcos (Figure 5.4).

As we have seen, mountain worship was closely linked with weather control, 
and mountain deities were often protector deities of regions they dominated. In 
this regard it is interesting that Pachacuti chose as his guardian “brother” deity 
Illapa, the weather god. He took a statue of Illapa with him to war.244 The asso-
ciation of weather gods (often mountain deities) and war was widespread at that 
time in the Andes245 and still is today.246 Illapa was probably utilized by the state 
to incorporate the regional weather gods under one generalized deity.247

In any event Pachacuti’s selection of Illapa as his “brother” deity demonstrates 
his concern with having a close relationship with a weather/war god. An important 
religious center such as Machu Picchu, constructed in good part for worship of 

Figure 5.�. The Spanish destroyed much of the Inca capital of Vitcos, and only a few entranceways 
remained intact.
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mountain, weather, and protector deities in a region he had conquered, would 
accord with Inca beliefs in general and with Pachacuti’s actions in particular.

John Rowe noted that if Machu Picchu was one of Pachacuti’s estates, it fell 
outside the administrative system of the Inca Empire.248 Instead, it came under 
the jurisdiction of the group (panaca) composed of his direct descendants except 
for his successor, the next Inca emperor.249 Machu Picchu is unusual among the 
estates of emperors, however, in that it has an elaborate series of sites with impor-
tant ritual components built on along a defined pilgrimage route, now known 
as the Inca Trail.

Recent studies undertaken with the Bingham collection at Yale have added 
support to the idea of Machu Picchu having been an estate, uncovering evidence 
of a diverse population with a variety of goods brought in from great distances. 
Scholars disagree, however, about whether Machu Picchu could be considered 
an actual “estate.” Part of the problem may lie in the difficulty of having an Inca 
concept agree with its English (or Spanish) gloss. There appears to have been 
considerable variety among the different “estates” associated with even a single 
Inca emperor. For example, Pachacuti built estates at Pisac and Ollantaytambo 
that differ from Machu Picchu, not least in the latter being part of an elaborate 
system of connected sites (e.g., Phuyupatamarka, Sayacmarca, Wiñay Wayna). 
Rather than each one of these Inca Trail sites being a separate “estate,” they were 
deliberately constructed in relation to Machu Picchu and should be viewed as 
parts of a whole. There are other differences as well. Unlike Machu Picchu, for 
example, most estates do not have large plazas. In any event the pilgrimage aspect 
of Machu Picchu makes it clear that if it is to be called an “estate,” it differed 
significantly from others known to historians. (14)

If Machu Picchu was maintained in the same way as other estates, its aban-
donment could have been due in part to the panaca having found it difficult to 
continue the maintenance of the sites. This would have especially been the case 
once the civil war began between the brothers Atahualpa and Huascar, which fol-
lowed the death of the emperor Huayna Capac sometime around 1527.

In the original study of the skeletons found in burials at Machu Picchu, a 
high percentage of female skeletons (approximately 4:1, females to males) was 
reported.250 This led Hiram Bingham to conclude that it had been a home for the 
Virgins of the Sun. The maintenance of an isolated estate, however, along with 
departure of men for the war between Atahualpa and Huascar (and later battles 
with the Spaniards), could have explained such a high female-to-male ratio, assum-
ing that it existed. In addition, there had long been some doubt that the gender of 
the bones had been correctly identified, and recently it has been established that 
the supposed gender imbalance was actually about 1.54:1 (females to males).251 
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Bingham’s hypothesis that Machu Picchu was a home for the Virgins of the Sun 
was further weakened by the meagerness of the artifacts found in the burials.252 
One would expect more elaborate burials in the cases of high-status females.

Bingham’s hypothesis had also been influenced by his identification of Machu 
Picchu as Vilcabamba the Old, the last capital of the Incas.253 This opinion is 
no longer shared by the vast majority of scholars, who instead have identified 
Vilcabamba the Old at the place now called Espiritu Pampa, located deeper in 
the jungle (Figure 5.5).254

Other sites in the region of Machu Picchu formed parts of a system of roads 
and buildings that linked Cuzco with Vilcabamba, and these were also abandoned 
at the same time. Therefore, it appears likely that this was part of a deliberate 
policy to leave the area unpopulated and isolated.255 This remote region would 
have served as a rugged buffer zone to prevent Spanish incursions into the area, 
which a document of 1562 clearly indicates.256 According to this document, 
Tupac Amaru and his brother Titu Cusi reportedly “pillaged and burned all the 
Indian houses of the repartimientos [land divisions] of Amaybamba and Picchu.” 
This would help explain the mystery of why Machu Picchu was abandoned and 
why it remained relatively intact (minus objects of real value to the Incas) and 
undiscovered for such a long time. (15)

Figure 5.5. A reconstruction of what the Incas’ last capital of Vilcabamba (Espiritu Pampa) would 
have looked like at the time of Inca occupation (from Lee 2000).
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Chapter Six

Conclusions: the 
Sacred Center

Figure 6.1. An annual pilgrimage is made during the festival of Qoyllur Riti to glaciers on the slopes of 
Mount Qolquepunku, east of Cuzco. Traditional beliefs associate the worship there as being principally for 
Ausangate to increase the fertility of crops and herds.
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As we have seen, a large and complex set of factors would have contributed to 
Machu Picchu’s economic, political, and religious importance, and I will sum-
marize only a few of the principal ones here. Machu Picchu may have been a royal 
retreat built partly to commemorate Pachacuti’s successful campaign against the 
Chancas.257 Some scholars believe that Machu Picchu was an important site because 
of its strategic economic and political situation between the forest lowlands and 
Cuzco.258 It would have helped control trade and provided security to farmers in the 
fertile nearby valleys.259 Perhaps Machu Picchu was itself a center for communities 
that grew warm-weather crops such as coca leaves and maize.260 Although these 
factors would have affected the growth and importance of Machu Picchu, they still 
do not seem to explain its inaccessible location or its religious significance.

A careful look at the geographical location of Machu Picchu reveals that it is not 
only at an ecological center between the mountain highlands and the forest lowlands, 
but it is also located among the most sacred mountains of the region. In addition, it is 
virtually encircled by the sacred Urubamba River, which flows generally in a southeast 
to northwest direction, replicating the passage of the sun. At key times of the Inca cal-
endar the sun rises and sets behind snowcapped mountains, which are still considered 
powerful deities today. The Southern Cross, center of the Milky Way, the celestial river 
in Inca thought, lies in juxtaposition with Salcantay, one of the most sacred mountains 
of the Incas and directly connected to Machu Picchu. Sacred mountains lie in the four 
cardinal directions from the site. This central location of Machu Picchu, itself built on 
a mountain, recalls the discussion by Mircea Eliade of the importance of an axis mundi 
in world religions.261 The axis mundi becomes a sacred center conceptually uniting 
the earth and sky. Whatever the Incas believed, they would have been aware of the 
central position of Machu Picchu in relation to the mountains, and major ceremonies 
at Machu Picchu would certainly have involved mountain worship.

We know that mountain worship preceded the Incas.262 There is also evidence 
indicating that the concept of a center surrounded by four sacred mountains was 
a pre-Inca one: both the Wari (Huari) and Tiahuanaco cultures (which arose dur-
ing the first millennium AD) appear to have developed within this conceptual, 
physical scheme.263 Given our understanding of the reasons why mountains were 
so important to the Incas, it is clear that they would have been seen as protectors 
and as providers of economic stability. When actual mountains coincided closely 
with important celestial phenomena and the cardinal directions, the sacredness 
of the place in the center would surely have increased.

The region of Machu Picchu appears to have been part of a larger system cen-
tered in Cuzco. I have referred to the association, both physical and conceptual, 
between the principal mountains of the greater Cuzco region, Salcantay and 
Ausangate. It is beyond the scope of this book to detail the sacred geography of 
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the Cuzco Valley (or the Vilcanota Valley system with which it is connected), but 
I would like to make brief reference to it in order to help place Machu Picchu 
within the larger cosmological and sacred geographical system of the Incas.

The important role played by Salcantay at Machu Picchu has been examined 
previously, and I would only add that Cuzco lies near a midpoint between Salcantay 
and Ausangate along a line that runs southeast-northwest. Thus it is in accord with 
the flow of the Vilcanota (Urubamba) River, the route of the deity Viracocha (as 
we saw in Chapter Two), and the sun’s passage during an important part of the 
year—the time of rains and the growth of crops and herds (see Figure 2.4).

Cuzco also lies near a water divide. It is at the source of a river that flows 
southeast into the Vilcanota River, which in turn flows northwest. Cuzco is situ-
ated on the eastern side of the water divide with a direct view of Ausangate, which 
still is the center for mountain worship in the region east of Cuzco (see Figures 
2.3, 2.4, and 6.1). Cuzco is also located just below a pass that provides a view of 
Salcantay (Figure 6.2). Senqa, one of the mountains on the northwestern border 
of the Cuzco Valley, was believed to be the direct origin of the water that passed 
through Cuzco and also was perceived to have brought rain from the sky.264 Cuzco 
was thus at the symbolic center for a circulation of waters,265 in addition to being 
a center for the most powerful sacred mountains of the greater Cuzco region.

Figure 6.2. The pyramid-shaped, snowcapped mountain is Salcantay. This picture was taken from 
near the pass that lies directly above Cuzco to the west. Cuzco is located between Salcantay and 
Ausangate, two of the most important geographical features in the Cuzco region.
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Machu Picchu, built by Pachacuti (the emperor responsible for establishing 
Cuzco as a symbolic center for the Andean world), surely would have been seen 
as a prominent sacred center. It was within a sacred geographical subsystem, as it 
were, with Salcantay, one end of the larger system, serving as its principal focus. 
Despite its remoteness, the area was of great importance economically, religiously, 
and politically for the Inca Empire. Machu Picchu would have been an important 
pilgrimage destination for the conqueror of the region, Pachacuti, and his descen-
dants. Special offerings would have been made to state deities, such as the sun, and to 
those believed associated with key sacred geographical features, especially mountains. 
Abandonment of the site and extensive looting have left us with only a fragmentary 
record of what these offerings would have involved. Finds made at Machu Picchu, 
however—and at less disturbed ceremonial sites elsewhere in the empire—suggest 
that these would have included sacrifices of llamas and offerings of high-status items 
of textiles, ceramics, and statues (Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5). (16)

Given the above, an examination of the sacred geographies at other Inca 
ceremonial sites would seem essential for better understanding the reasons for 
their locations and their functions. This approach has already proven useful in 
interpreting pre-Inca ceremonial complexes as well.266

What I have attempted to do in this book is demonstrate the ways in which 
Machu Picchu fits into a sacred geographical setting and how understanding this can 
help us in interpreting the significance of its location and its primary functions. The 
distribution and types of sacred stones, the astronomical alignments of many of the 
structures, the ways that symbolic and functional elements of Cuzco may have been 
replicated at the site, and the relationship of the sites in the region to each other are 
only some of the more obvious areas that need further investigation.

Nonetheless, I am confident that further research will not change the basic 
concept of Machu Picchu as a site built in a location selected in large part because 
of the sacred geographical features surrounding it. These features have been found 
to be closely associated with some of the most important aspects of Inca life: the 
fertility of crops and animals, political control, empowerment of ritual specialists, 
trade, and the hydrological cycle as it interacts with the celestial sphere.

Our knowledge of Inca religion indicates that worship of major (nonmountain) 
deities such as Viracocha, Illapa, and Inti (the sun) certainly would have taken 
place at the site. But the reasons for Machu Picchu’s location and the key to much 
of its meaning appear clearly to be associated with the sacred geography of the 
region. At Machu Picchu we find a unique combination of landscape and cos-
mological beliefs that together formed a powerful sacred center uniting religion, 
economics, and politics. These factors led to the construction of one of the most 
impressive ceremonial sites of the ancient world.
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Figure 6.3: This model of 
the Ice Maiden found on 
Mount Ampato illustrates 
the dress of an Inca 
noble woman (courtesy 
of Christopher Klein).

Figure 6.�. A male tunic from 
a mountain ceremonial site on 
Llullaillaco illustrates the colorful and 
fine quality work of Inca textiles.

Figure 6.5. Male and female Inca 
statues found on Mount Llullaillaco 
have miniature clothing similar to 
that worn by adult Inca nobles.
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Epilogue

Recent Research in 
the Machu Picchu 
Region
Although the first edition of this book appeared in 1991, I found little in the text 
that needed changing while preparing this latest edition. Several publications relating 
to Machu Picchu and other sites in the Vilcabamba region have added information 
of interest. A number of guidebooks have appeared, and Ruth Wright and Alfredo 
Valencia (2001) have provided one, The Machu Picchu Guidebook, that stands out for 
its thoroughness and pictorial documentation. Fine summaries of the Machu Picchu 
Historical Sanctuary are those of Frost (1995) and Kauffmann-Doig (2005).
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Figure E.1. A view across the main plaza to the eastern sector of Machu Picchu, called by Bingham 
the “Industrial Group.” Much of the recent restoration work undertaken at the site has taken place in 
this sector.

Archaeological studies include an important volume by Valencia and Gibaja 
(1992) that has a compilation of excavations undertaken at the site over several 
years. One of the most significant investigations undertaken in recent years was 
the hydrological study of the site by Kenneth Wright and Alfredo Valencia (2000). 
In addition to demonstrating the flow of water through Machu Picchu, they 
located the remains of an Inca trail connecting the site with the Urubamba River, 
established that the Incas did not have to abandon Machu Picchu because of a 
water shortage, and estimated that 60 percent of the work that went into the site’s 
construction lies underground (Wright and Valencia 2000:19–24, 38). Richard 
Burger and Lucy Salazar (2003 and 2004) edited two volumes with articles reana-
lyzing the Machu Picchu materials recovered by Bingham (see Burger 2004; Miller 
2003; Niles 2004; Verano 2003). The aforementioned books are essential reading 
for any serious scholar interested in Machu Picchu.

Studies focusing on new interpretative material directly relating to Machu Picchu 
are few (see the list of publications in Programa Machu Picchu 2000). There are 
some that remain within the range of possibility given our understanding of Andean 

Figure E.2. Restoration work in the “Industrial Group.”
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beliefs (albeit with some imaginative leaps [e.g., Sánchez 1989]). Others have little 
basis in historical, ethnographic, or archaeological facts (e.g., Westerman 1998). 
Ironically, in view of my own focus on the importance of sacred mountains, some 
guides at the ruins now describe stones as representing mountains, even when there 
is little to support this beyond their having pointed shapes—hardly convincing in 
itself. Wright and Valencia (2000:8, 13), however, added some intriguing examples 
of “arrow stones” (i.e., triangles carved in stones that point in the direction of major 
peaks) and stones mimicking the shapes of mountains in the distance. Gary Ziegler 
and Kim Malville (2003) have provided additional evidence of the importance of 
solstice and mountain alignments at Machu Picchu.

The most noticeable changes at Machu Picchu have been in the physical realm, 
especially the restoration projects (Figures E.1 and E.2) and the opening of a site 
museum, the Museo de Sitio Manuel Chávez Ballón—Machu Picchu (Astete 
2005). There have also been changes in the modern-day cultural sphere (Figure 
E.3). For example, there has been a considerable expansion in the role played 
by what has been called “mystic tourism” (Flores 1996 and 2004) (Figure E.4). 
Machu Picchu has come to be seen as a place of special power and attracts New 

Figure E.3. A folk dance in the Sacred Plaza at Machu Picchu.
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Agers and Andean mystics alike. Several books have appeared that describe mysti-
cal experiences (Cumes and Lizárraga 1999; Wilcox 1999; see also Barrionuevo 
2000) and initiations at Machu Picchu (Jenkins 1997). It is likely that these 
activities will continue to grow.

Recent excavations at or near Machu Picchu have been few and limited in 
scope (see Valencia 2004). In 2001 the archaeologist Fernando Astete led a team 
to the summit of Yanantin, a mountain that stands out across from Machu Picchu 
to the northeast. As was described in the text, Yanantin appears to have played an 
important symbolic role at Machu Picchu. Although no ruins were found on its 
summit (quite difficult to access), remains of more Inca roadwork were discovered 
nearby (Fernando Astete, personal communication 2002). Kaupp and Fernández 
(1999) found a ceremonial platform at the pass of Chaskaqasa (close to Yanantin), 
and Kaupp and Rodriguez (2004) described ceremonial sites associated with the 
mountain Veronica above the northern side of the Urubamba River.

In the Vilcabamba region, to the west of Machu Picchu, several discoveries 
of archaeological sites have been made in recent years. Within view of Machu 
Picchu the site of Llaktapata (Llactapata) on the ridge between the Aobamba and 
Santa Teresa rivers (see chapter 4) was more thoroughly investigated by McKim 
Malville, Hugh Thomson, and Gary Ziegler (2004). As noted previously, they 
discovered remarkable similarities at the site to the findings I have presented 
about Machu Picchu.

Vincent Lee (2000) has presented a summary of his years of research still farther 
west, and he identifies (in some cases for the first time) most of the sites noted in 
the chronicles of this region. Robert von Kaupp has led several trips into the area, 
and his reports have described several previously unknown sites (see Kaupp and 
Delgado 2001; Kaupp and Fernández 1997, 1999, and 2000; Kaupp and Rodriguez 
2004). Gary Ziegler has located a number of sites in the Vilcabamba, and he, Peter 
Frost, and Alfredo Valencia have led teams that discovered Inca ruins north of the 
important ceremonial center of Choquequirao (Frost 2004; Ziegler 2001). This 
latter site was what first generated Bingham’s interest in searching for the lost capital 
of Vilcabamba the Old and thus led to his discovery of Machu Picchu. It has been 
extensively cleared and restored during the past decade (see Figure 1.11).

Although it is not my intention to cite all of the publications that have recently 
appeared relating to the Incas, there are a few that might be mentioned for the 
complementary role they have relative to issues noted in this book. Susan Niles’s 
(1999) book on Inca royal estates makes for interesting comparative material 
for any study of Machu Picchu. Brian Bauer and David Dearborn (1995) have 
published an excellent overview of Inca astronomy. This is especially important 
to read in conjunction with Bauer’s (1998) book on the system of conceptual 
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lines (ceques) that linked more than 300 sacred sites at Cuzco. Bauer and Stanish 
(2001) wrote about Inca pilgrimage and ceremonial complexes at Lake Titicaca, 
and their book provides valuable material to compare with Machu Picchu and 
adjacent sites. To this might be added my own studies of an Inca underwater ritual 
site in Lake Titicaca (Reinhard 1992b) and Inca pilgrimage centers in other parts 
of the empire (Astete and Reinhard 2003; Reinhard 1992a, 1992c, 1995, 1996, 
1997, 1998a, 1998b, 1998c, 1999a, 1999b, 2005; Reinhard and Ceruti 2000, 
2005, 2006, n.d.). Indeed, it was in part thanks to my work at Machu Picchu 
that I began to search for these sites because of their apparent relationship with 
significant features of the sacred landscape.

ARChAEologICAl thEoRy AnD SACRED 
lAnDSCAPE StuDIES
Since I first began gathering information about Machu Picchu in the early 1980s, 
there have been significant advances made that involve archaeological theory and 
what has come to be called “landscape archaeology”—especially its symbolic and 

Figure E.�. A painting with mystical allusions greets visitors near the entrance to Machu Picchu.
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sacred aspects. There is an increased realization that “all societies in the past would 
have recognized, as do all societies in the present, some features of their landscapes 
. . . as sacred” (Ucko 1994: xix). Several studies, mainly in Europe, have dem-
onstrated that archaeological sites need to be placed within the broader context 
of physical and sacred features of the landscape—particularly one dominated by 
mountains (see, e.g., Ashmore and Knapp 1999; Bender 1993; Carmichael et al. 
1994; Hirsch and O’Hanlon 1995; Tilley 1994; Ucko and Layton 1999).

Nonetheless, archaeologists have only recently begun applying this approach to 
prehispanic sites located in the dramatic topography of the Andes. Research under-
taken in recent years has shown that the meanings not only of Inca, but also of 
pre-Inca, ceremonial sites can be better understood when they are examined using 
the perspective of sacred landscape (see Bauer 1998; Bauer and Stanish 2001; 
Guchte 1990; Heffernan 1991, 1996; Hyslop 1990; Kolata and Ponce 1992; 
Niles 1992; Reindel 1999; Zapata 1998). In my particular case I have applied this 
perspective to some of the most enigmatic sites in the Andes, including Chavín, 
Tiahuanaco, and the giant drawings called the Nazca Lines (see Reinhard 1985b, 
1987, 1988, 1990a, 1992b, 1992d, 2002).

The examination of Machu Picchu’s association with sacred mountains allows it 
to be placed within this ever-widening body of studies and thus permits comparisons 
to be made that advance our understanding of cultural adaptations. Since research 
about a cultural landscape always involves an element of interpretation, it especially 
fits in with recent theoretical approaches, above all those that fall under the label 
“post-processual” or “interpretative” (see Hodder 1999:5; Johnson 1999:98–107; 
Shanks and Hodder 1998). One thing that characterizes “interpretative” archaeol-
ogy when compared to other archaeological approaches is “much more importance 
being placed upon symbolism and other cognitive factors” (Dark 1995:10). Thus, a 
materialist (or “processual”) interpretation of landscape stresses the practical impor-
tance of the resources it supplies and therefore that it is a commodity to be exploited 
(cf. Johnson 1999:103). The interpretative approach would take this into account 
but would focus more on the ways that the landscape is perceived and the kinds of 
interaction that take place between it and the culture in which it is embedded.

As we have seen, Machu Picchu was an important place of pilgrimage. The 
concept of landscape is an especially powerful organizing metaphor for examining 
pilgrimage cross-culturally and through time (Coleman and Elsner 1995:212). The 
Incas demonstrated the importance of sacred landscape features through the construc-
tion of ceremonial centers in or near them and the establishment of state-sponsored 
pilgrimages (Reinhard and Ceruti 2006, n.d.). In the end this resulted in one of the 
most awesome achievements in the prehistory of the Andes—the construction of 
Machu Picchu in one of the world’s most rugged and spectacular landscapes.
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Appendix

Cardinal Directions 
and Sacred 
Mountains
In the main body of the text I described the role that cardinal directions appear 
to have played in the conceptual organization of Machu Picchu. Because some 
scholars have doubted that north and south played a role in Inca thought, I 
decided to add a few words on the subject.

The importance of the cardinal directions of east and west has long been known 
in Inca studies (Rowe 1946:300). They have an obvious linkage with the rising 
and setting points of the sun at the times of the equinoxes, something of no small 
significance to a people among whom sun worship figured so prominently. East, 
in particular, has been one of the most important directions for Andean peoples, 
due to its being the direction of the rising sun (see Tschopik 1951:253), which in 
turn is associated with fertility (Riviere 1982:191). Garcilaso (1966 [1609]:117, 
413; 1967 [1609] 1:120) was apparently the only chronicler to note directly the 
importance of the equinoxes, and some scholars have doubted his reliability on 
this point. Zuidema (1988:154–156), however, has demonstrated that there is 
indirect evidence provided by other chroniclers of their importance, especially 
with regard to the September equinox.

The Incas were also concerned with duality and oppositions, dual social and 
political divisions turning into quadripartitions, as was the case in Cuzco itself 
(Rostworowski 1983; Wachtel 1973). Although there are many exceptions, which 
are to be expected given the fact that cardinal directions would constitute only 
one among several factors taken into account for orientating sites (Zuidema 
1986), numerous ceremonial structures in Inca and pre-Inca times had their sides 
aligned with the cardinal directions (see Beorchia 1985 for Inca ritual structures 
on mountain summits; Ponce 1989:93 for Tiahuanaco sites; Rowe 1967:97 for 
the nearly 3,000-year-old ceremonial center at Chavín de Huantar).

Figure A.1. A view to the east over the Inca ceremonial site on the summit of Pachatusan, the 
highest mountain bordering the Cuzco Valley. The Ausangate massif is visible in the distance.
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Of course, square and rectangular structures in an east-west alignment would have 
all sides running in cardinal directions. But this is precisely the point: Andean peoples 
would not ignore that directions were formed in direct opposition to the sacred east-
west ones, even assuming they made no attempt to establish these directions through 
astronomical observations (see Urton 1978:162–164 for how this positioning could 
have been done). That something more was involved than a simple play of opposi-
tions is suggested by the current-day belief near Cuzco that two enormous mountains 
stand at the northern and southern boundaries of the earth (Urton 1981:36). I have 
also observed in current-day rituals in several areas of the Andes that offerings are 
made in the cardinal directions as a way of insuring the “completeness” of a ceremony. 
Not only has this been reported elsewhere in the Andes (see, e.g., Buechler and 
Buechler 1971:95), but cardinal directions were also involved in the organization of 
villages and social groups and in turn were connected with ceremonial sites, including 
those on mountains (Riviere 1982:164, 170, 190–191).

The Incas conceptually divided Cuzco and the rest of their empire into four 
(tawantin) regions (suyus), hence the term Tawantinsuyu for the Inca Empire. The 
lines dividing the four regions extended out from the Temple of the Sun, and they 
were perceived to ideally extend in the cardinal directions (Zuidema 1986:189). 
According to Zuidema (1986:189–193), however, only the one to the west actu-
ally did so. The others deviated because of local factors, principally relating to the 
hydrological system.

Thus, the east line followed the course of the Huatanay River as it flowed 
out of Cuzco (Zuidema 1986:189–190). If a compass reading is taken from the 
Coricancha (Temple of the Sun), the center for the ceque (imaginary line) system, 
then it has an azimuth of approximately 110° (see Figure 5.2). If this line was 
to extend to the far horizon, it would be in the direction both of the mountain 
Ausangate and the December solstice sunrise (111°).

From a map showing the division into the four suyus (Zuidema 1986:182), 
it can be seen that the eastern line is even farther south than 110° and that, if 
extended, this line would exclude Ausangate from that suyu. We know, however, 
that Ausangate was one of the most important sacred places of Collasuyu (Guaman 
Poma 1956 [1613]:196). Therefore, it seems possible that the line either kept to 
the 110° bearing, which would be in keeping with Zuidema’s original statement 
(plus follow the example of the southern line, as we will see below) and that the 
map is wrong, or that it might even have returned to a due east direction once it 
left the immediate vicinity of Cuzco, which was as far as the ceque lines noted by 
Cobo (1964 [1653]; 1990 [1653]) extended.

It might be added that if the eastern line did lead due east, there was still an 
association with sacred mountains. The rising sun at that time came up from behind 
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Pachatusan, albeit just to the right of the highest summit. Pachatusan was noted as 
being sacred at the time of the Incas (see Santa Cruz Pachacuti 1968 [1571]:299, 
305; Rendon 1960:117) and continues to be a powerful local mountain god to the 
present day (Sallnow 1987:129–130), worshipped as a source of fertility for crops 
and livestock (Pedro Quispe, personal communication 1987). Archaeological remains 
support its importance in Inca times. Ceremonial structures (artificial platforms and 
buildings with fine stonework built into cliff sides) are situated high on the mountain, 
including at the point where the equinox line crosses it as seen from the Temple of 
the Sun (Astete and Reinhard 2003; Rendon 1960:117) (Figure A.1).

The line continues on to pass by the slopes of the snow mountain Colquepunku, 
where one of the most important Andean religious festivals, Qoyllur Riti, currently 
takes place (Randall 1982:62n6; see also Allen 1988:44) (see Figure 6.1). The fes-
tival is considered by many local inhabitants to have primarily involved worship of 
Ausangate for the fertility of crops and livestock (Flores 1991:234; Gow 1974:80–81; 
Sallnow 1987:211). Colquepunku is either viewed as part of Ausangate (Gow 
1974:57; Sallnow 1987:211, 235) or as deriving its powers from Ausangate (Nuñez 
del Prado 1969–1970:149). If the line is extended further, it is not far from a pass (and 
watershed) on which was a ritual site called Walla Walla, where Inca ceremonial offer-
ings were found, including the finest gold statues in Cuzco’s Archaeology Museum 
(Franco 1937:269–276) (Figure A.2). The possibility of the eastern line having been 
due east is made more likely when the case of the northern line is considered.

Figure A.2. The location of the Inca pilgrimage site of Walla Walla is on a pass near the origin of the 
Mapocho (later Paucartambo) River. The view is to the southwest with the Ausangate massif in the 
background.
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Zuidema (1986:182, 191–193) has the line to the north actually leading in 
a northeasterly direction. Although this may be correct for the placement of the 
ceque lines, if extended farther the line would mean the exclusion of the moun-
tains Sahuasiray and Pitusiray from Antisuyu. Guaman Poma (1956 [1613]:191, 
196), however, lists them as among the most sacred places of Antisuyu (Figure 
A.3). A due-north line would run over Sahuasiray and easily include Pitusiray. 
They are still worshipped widely in the area today (Sanchez 1984:266), also figur-
ing in a legend in which Sahuasiray provided water to the valley below (Dumezil 
and Duviols 1974–1976:174). Important ruins lying on or close to the north 
line include Tambo Machay, Huchoy Cuzco, and Urco (at the foot of Pitusiray). 
According to Urton (1978:162–164) the north line was established by observing 
the greatest altitude of the sun at the time of its maximum northern movement.

Thus it would appear that three of the lines may have been along, or very close 
to, the cardinal directions, at least once extended at a greater distance from Cuzco 
(Urton 1978:162–164). The line to the south was a different case, however, not 
being in a cardinal direction but rather having an azimuth of 146°. Zuidema 
(1982b:98) explains this as attributable to the Southern Cross, along with Alpha 
and Beta Centaurus, rising in that direction, which also is indicated by the first 
ceque of Cuntisuyu, called Anahuarque.

Figure A.3. The dark, broken massif of Pitusiray is on the right with the snowcapped peak of 
Sahuasiray behind it (Mount Chikon is to the left). View is from near Chinchero.
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Anahuarque was a mountain that played an important role in Inca cosmology, 
being the only one to save the pre-Inca people in the Cuzco valley when it rose 
with the waters of a great flood (Zuidema 1982b:97–98). It was worshipped as 
the ancestress of these people. The peak came to figure prominently in Inca initia-
tion ceremonies, which were also linked with fertility. Along with the mountain 
Huanacauri, considered one of the most sacred places in the Inca Empire (Cieza 
1977 [1553]:105; see also Urton 1990) (Figures A.4 and A.5), Anahuarque was 
a source of water to a valley that ends near the sites of Wimpillay and Muyuorqo. 
Wimpillay was occupied by the Wari long before the Incas (Luis Barreda, personal 
communication 1988), and, in addition to Inca ceramics, Early Horizon pot-
tery (dating to before the time of Christ) was found on Muyuorqo (John Rowe, 
personal communication 1987). It would seem likely that Anahuarque had an 
important role in indigenous beliefs prior to the Incas, who then incorporated 
it into their own conceptual system, the combination of stars and the mountain 
only taking place when seen from Cuzco.

The point to be made here is that a dualistic symmetry would have required 
the line to lead due south, but the location of a sacred mountain associated with a 

Figure A.�. The layered summit of Huanacauri is on the left and Anahuarque on the right, as seen 
with a telephoto view from the main street of Avenida del Sol in Cuzco.
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water/fertility cult (there is no significant mountain due south of Cuzco), with the 
added impetus of a link with celestial bodies also associated with fertility, would 
have been a sound reason for changing the direction of the line. Even then, it is 
suggestive that important Inca ruins and a rare (for the distance) ritually sculpted 
rock outcrop lie due south of Cuzco near Pacariqtambo, which eventually became 
accepted as the place of origin noted in Inca mythology (Urton 1990:29–37) (see 
Figures 2.4, A.6, and A.7). Zuidema (1988:161) has hypothesized, therefore, that 
south may have been the cosmological direction of origin for the Incas (and the 
site built there).

There is general agreement that the western line leads due west. Along this 
line lie sacred mountains and Inca ceremonial sites such as at Media Luna (Quilla 
Rumi), Sahuite, and Vilcashuaman (Guchte 1990:190, 228). The first mountain 
of note is Cerro Tilca, which has Inca ruins on it and has a dominating position 
above the sacred Apurimac River and the impressive Inca site of Marcahuasi, 
along with a view toward Salcantay (Angles 1988 (1):1:431, 433–435; see also 
Heffernan 1996). Continuing on, the equinox line passes near the snowcapped 
mountain of Ampay. This mountain is believed today to be the dominant deity of 
the Abancay region (Nuñez del Prado 1969–1970:149). It was likely an important 

Figure A.5. The author examines ruins on the summit of Huanacauri, considered the second-most-
important religious site in the Inca Empire.
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sacred mountain to the Chanka people and for the earlier Wari culture (Anders 
1986:784–785, 798), which constructed an important center at Piquillacta 
(Piquillakta) near Cuzco (McEwan 1987). Since the mountains would already 
have been worshipped prior to the Inca expansion into the areas they were located, 
it follows that the mountains were not made sacred by being on the cardinal 
directions but rather that the directions and mountains combined to add to the 
sacredness with which they were viewed (see Astete 1990).

It has been argued that there were no terms for “north” and “south” in 
Quechua, the language of the Incas, but there is evidence that this may reflect a 
lack of knowledge about how the Incas perceived and named directions and a loss 
of such terms used by the Inca elite following the Spanish conquest (see Proulx 
1988:161 with regard to the term for “south”). To be sure, the cardinal directions 
may not have been of primary importance relative to other factors, but this is not 

Figure A.6. The entrance 
to one of the buildings 
at Mauccallakta, which 
lies due south of Cuzco 
and is associated by 
most scholars with 
Pacariqtambo, a mythical 
place of origin for the 
Incas. Bingham believed 
that Machu Picchu, 
Pacariqtambo, and 
Vilcabamba (last capital 
of the Incas) were one 
and the same.
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the same as the opinion of some scholars that they (or at least north and south 
directions) were not noticed at all. The reason for describing the situation with 
regard to cardinal directions at Inca Cuzco is because it aids in understanding the 
importance sacred mountains would have had when found to be in accordance 
with them, especially the high snowcapped (hence water-providing) peaks as seen 
from a central place, as in the case of Machu Picchu (Figure A.8).

Figure A.7. A drawing of 1613 shows worship of the mountain Huanacauri, including 
a symbolic representation of the mythical caves from which the Incas believed their 
ancestors first emerged at Pacariqtambo (from Guaman Poma 19�0 [1613]). Bingham 
believed that the building he called the Temple of the Three Windows at Machu Picchu 
represented these caves.
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Figure A.�. An aerial view over Machu 
Picchu and Huayna Picchu.
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This photo places Machu Picchu (bottom center) in the context of its mountainous surroundings. The 
site is located above the Urubamba River near the lower end of a ridge descending from the 6,271 m 
(20,57�ft) summit of Salcantay (upper right, on the back cover). The photo was taken from a pass to 
the northeast of Machu Picchu. Photo by Octavio Fernandez.
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Endnotes

 1. Publications devoted exclusively to Inca culture include D’Altroy 2002; Davies 1995; 
Hemming 1970; Kendall 1973; and McEwan 2006. McIntyre 1975 presents a popular 
account. See Bauer 1992 for the development of the Inca state; Bauer and Stanish 
2001 for the Inca pilgrimage tradition; Hyslop 1984 and 1990 for Inca roads and 
settlement patterns; Agurto 1987, Gasparini and Margolies 1980, Lee 1985 and 2000, 
Niles 1999, and Protzen 1993 for Inca architecture; Bauer 1998, Cobo 1990 [1653], 
Rowe 1979, and Zuidema 1964 for the Cuzco ceque system; and Raffino 1981 for an 
overview of the Inca occupation in the southern part of their empire.

 2. For overviews of Inca culture placed within the context of Andean prehistory in general 
see Davies 1997, Lumbreras 1974, Morris and von Hagen 1993, and Moseley 1992. 
McEwan (1987 and 2005) discusses the relationship between the Inca and Huari 
(Wari) cultures in the Cuzco region.

 3. The Inca emperor was believed to be in control of the most valuable offerings to 
the gods and of the religious specialists who made them (see Guaman Poma 1980 
[1613]:253). It is likely, however, that other religious specialists would have been 
involved in making most of the offerings made at regular intervals at Machu Picchu. 
Those known as vilca camayos were in charge of paying homage to the provincial 
sacred places (huacas) and deities (Molina 1959 [1575]:96). They were responsible 
for establishing the quality and amount of offerings that corresponded to each deity 
according to its religious importance. Vilca camayos would receive the sacrificial victims 
and offerings brought by the pilgrimage party, and they would be involved in the 
actual performance of the sacrifices and the burial or burning of the offerings (Molina 
1959 [1575]:96). It is likely that priests in Cuzco, and perhaps the emperor himself, 
determined the amount and quality of offerings made at Machu Picchu.

 4. Several accounts of the discovery of Machu Picchu were published by Hiram Bingham 
(see Bingham 1913, 1915, 1916, 1975, and 1979). His son, Alfred Bingham (1989), 
wrote a biography of his father that provides additional information of interest. 
For other publications on Machu Picchu see Burger and Salazar 2004; Frost 1995; 
Hemming 1981; Kauffmann-Doig 2005; and Wright and Valencia 2001.

 5. Cieza de Leon (1977 [1553]:105) listed Huanacauri as second only to the Temple of 
the Sun in importance. Nuñez del Prado (1969–1970:149–150) describes current-
day beliefs about Huanacauri; and Reinhard (n.d.) presents a theory explaining why 
it became so significant in Inca beliefs.

 6. The Apurimac River begins south of the Vilcanota River and roughly parallels it as it flows 
to the Amazon. It was also considered especially sacred to the Incas, who maintained a 
major shrine close to it (Cobo 1990 [1653]:108). The chronicler Cieza de Leon (1959 
[1553]:151) wrote in the mid-1500s that the fourth-most-important temple in the Inca 
Empire was Ancocagua (listed immediately after the temple of Vilcanota). We were able 
to identify this temple in 1994 (Reinhard 1998c). Although it was not constructed at the 
actual origin of the Apurimac (which, in any event, has several major sources—unlike 
the obvious, single one for the Vilcanota), it is located on a striking hilltop at a point 

Figure A.1. A view to the east over the Inca ceremonial site on the summit of Pachatusan, the 
highest mountain bordering the Cuzco Valley. The Ausangate massif is visible in the distance.
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where a major ecological transition takes place and agriculture can begin. In a seeming 
parallel to Machu Picchu and the Vilcanota River to the north, the important center 
of Choquequirao was built on a ridge overlooking the Apurimac gorge where it is at its 
most narrow. This is also in the area of transition from the highlands to the lowlands, 
and the site has striking views to the sacred mountains of the Vilcabamba.

 7. Interestingly, although shrines dedicated to Viracocha are fairly rare, there is one near the 
end of the seventh line of the Cuzco ceque system in the quarter of Chinchaysuyu (labeled 
by Rowe as Ch. 7 and by Zuidema as I1c) (see Bauer 1998:41–42, 168). This line ends 
as it passes out of sight from Cuzco in the direction of Machu Picchu and is associated 
with Topa Inca, Pachacuti’s son. Farrington (1995:56) shows it extending in a straight 
line to Machu Picchu. Although there is no historical evidence that the Incas conceptu-
ally incorporated more distant sites directly into the Cuzco ceque system, some scholars 
think this likely (see Zuidema 1982a:439–445). Pachacuti is associated with a line (Ch. 
5) close to Ch. 7 that also leads in that direction (see Bauer 1998:58–63, 158).

 8. Hiram Bingham (1975:170) noted that the City Gate (or Gateway) was another area 
with a similarly high percentage of vessels for liquids, and he believed this was due to 
drinks being offered to people entering there. He stated that this was in contrast to 
finds made in the southeastern quarter of the site, where food dishes were as common 
as vessels for liquids. Bingham apparently believed that the offering of liquids at the 
Gate was only to relieve thirst. Given the sacred nature of the Inca Trail and the sites 
along it (not to mention Machu Picchu itself ), however, it seems more likely that this 
would have been a place for the ritual drinking and offering of liquids.

   This hypothesis is supported by Bingham’s discovery of a unique cache of more than 
30 water-worn obsidian pebbles near the Gateway. These had to have been brought 
to Machu Picchu from a great distance, as there had been no recent volcanic activity 
in the area. They were recently identified as having an origin in the Chivay obsidian 
source located in the Colca Valley, more than 200 km distant (Burger 2004:104–105). 
Burger (2004:104) concluded that “it is possible that the obsidian pebbles left at 
Machu Picchu drew their multivalent symbolic force from their natural associations 
in the Colca Valley with high mountain peaks, the power of the underworld as mani-
fested by active volcanoes, and the rushing water of the powerful river that shaped 
this group of unusual translucent stones.” Interestingly, Inca ritual offerings have been 
found on the summits of peaks bordering the Colca Valley (Reinhard 2005). These 
include the discovery of human sacrifices, called capacochas, and are considered the 
most important of all offerings. To date, however, there have been no finds of human 
sacrifices having taken place at Machu Picchu or any of its outlying sites.

 9. One often hears that the stones used to build the structures at Machu Picchu came 
from somewhere else. Since the stones would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, 
to move even with modern machinery, the conclusion reached by some was that 
advanced technology had to have been involved. The ridge on which Machu Picchu is 
perched, however, consists largely of granite, which is common throughout the Machu 
Picchu region (Kalafatovich 1963:218–220). The only rocks thought to be extraneous 
to the site are small ones that appear to have come from the upper Urubamba Valley, 
perhaps from Ollantaytambo (Kalafatovich 1963:222). We know from the chroniclers 
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that the act of quarrying stone would have required offerings to the mountain from 
which it was extracted (Cobo 1964 [1653]:166, 176).

10. Some scholars have thought that the Intihuatana represented an usnu (ushnu or osno) 
(Brundage 1967:405; Dearborn and Schreiber 1986:34–35). The term usnu has not 
been easy to define but was usually applied to a stepped pyramid, mound of stones, or 
a boulder, all of which had a ritual use and were often associated with water (Zuidema 
1978:157–162). The more famous usnus are the stepped pyramids at sites such as 
Huanuco Viejo, Vilcashuaman, and Cuzco (as depicted by Guaman Poma 1956 
[1613] vol. 2:30) on which the Inca could sit. But other usnus were noted as being 
carved rocks on which sacred objects were placed and offerings were made. In this 
sense of the term the Intihuatana could be interpreted as a type of usnu.

   It is suggestive that, when the usnu was made of stones within a ceremonial complex, 
it was in the shape of a pyramid, which some Andean scholars have interpreted to 
represent a symbolic mountain (Benson 1972:34, 94–95; Grieder 1982:133; Zuidema 
and Quispe 1968:30, 32; see also Meddens 1997:11–12). The association with water 
would be in accord with this, as would the use of the term usnu for mounds of stones 
that, when made in a ritual context, were believed to be places for making offerings 
to the mountain gods and as symbolically representing them (Ramos 1976 [1621]:68; 
see also Middendorf 1974 [1895]3:71–72; Reinhard 1988:60–61; Squier 1877:399; 
Zuidema and Quispe 1968:30, 32). It is also suggestive that the usnu was used as a 
point from which to observe the sunset by using markers on the horizon (Zuidema 
1980:326). The Intihuatana is open to the west, and we have seen how mountains are 
in alignment with important sunsets as seen from it.

   Thus the interpretation of the Intihuatana as representing a mountain would be 
in agreement with one use of the term usnu and suggests, in turn, that the stepped 
pyramidal platforms used by the Incas were meant to represent symbolic mountains. 
If this hypothesis is correct, it exemplifies the use of a potent imagery to express the 
Incas’ religious, economic, and political power. It also explains the absence of an usnu 
platform inside the central plaza at Machu Picchu (Salazar and Burger 2004:348).

11. The other window in the Temple of the Sun (Torreón) provides a view of the sky that 
includes the tail of Scorpio, which is included in an Inca constellation called Collca 
(storehouse) (Dearborn and Schreiber 1986:33). This constellation is associated with 
the storage of crops and is still linked with the planting season in current-day beliefs 
(see Urton 1981:125).

12. The site should not be confused with Patallacta (also called Llaktapata), a site located 
at the start of the Inca Trail at Km 88, near the Urubamba River (Kendall 1988).

13. A local trail descends from Llaktapata to meet one that extends along the Santa Teresa 
River. (A branch of this latter trail ascends to the Inca site of Yurak Rumi.) Bingham 
had followed a trail from Vitcos that passes by Lake Yanacocha and reaches the Mojon 
Pass, where it then descends to the Sacsara River. He followed this river until he 
reached the more heavily traveled Urubamba River trail (Bingham 1916:452–453; 
1975:222–223). In 1985 I followed the trail from Vitcos to the Sacsara River, but I 
found another trail that led from the river through Tambohuayco over a ridge and 
descended to the Santa Teresa River. Thus, the Incas had at their disposal a shorter, 
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high route from Machu Picchu that led directly to Vitcos. When the trail was cleared, 
a fit, unburdened Inca could have covered this route in one long day.

14. For recent studies undertaken with the Bingham collection see Burger and Salazar 
(2003 and 2004). With regard to estates, Ramírez (2005:250n79) has questioned their 
origins, and Kauffmann (2005:62) doubts that Machu Picchu could be considered 
an “estate,” noting the different sites along the Inca Trail. For examples of the variety 
among “estates” see Niles (1999 and 2004). Hyslop (1990:300) provides a summary 
of the differences between estates and other types of Inca state settlements.

15. Some writers have referred to items found at Machu Picchu that date to after the 
Spanish conquest. In only two of the 107 burial caves investigated by members of 
Bingham’s expedition were such items found (Eaton 1916:96). In one case a piece of 
rusty iron was uncovered, which Eaton (1916:79) thought was likely left by a treasure 
hunter. The other case involved a piece of bovine tibia. Eaton (1916:57) believed that 
it indicated a burial that took place after the Spaniards arrived, whereas Bingham 
(1975:198–199) thought that, since no items of commercial value were found at this 
grave or ones near it, the bone was probably left by a treasure hunter.

   Rowe (1990:142) thought it highly probable that the Spaniard Gabriel Xuárez 
had visited Machu Picchu in the 1560s, when he was one of the early owners of land 
that included it. The Peruvian archaeologist Julio Tello reportedly found a piece of 
Spanish alabaster while excavating at Machu Picchu (see Waisbard 1979:133n1), but 
this, along with any other occasional find, can be explained as either having been left 
by treasure hunters or brought in by people who occasionally visited the area after 
Machu Picchu had been abandoned.

   There is no solid evidence of a continued occupation of Machu Picchu by the Incas 
after the Spanish conquest. The presence of Incas living in the region below Machu 
Picchu noted above does not necessarily mean the site itself was occupied (although 
occasional visits to it might explain some of the few post-Hispanic artifacts found). 
Even if this was so, there would have been only a very small population there, and the 
earlier religious-political-economic activities would have been considerably curtailed, 
if they continued to exist in any form at all.

16. The most important Inca offering assemblage appears to have consisted of figurines in 
gold, silver, and Spondylus shell representing anthropomorphic beings and camelids 
(mainly llamas). The anthropomorphic beings would have been dressed in miniature 
textiles. Other offerings included ceramics (often in pairs and in miniature), objects of 
metal (such as shawl pins and laminas), bone artifacts (such as tubes or adornments), 
wooden items (such as vases and spoons), vegetable food items (such as maize and 
peanuts), and sacrificed animals, usually camelids. In exceptional cases a child (finely 
dressed with a feathered headdress and a necklace or a bracelet) might be sacrificed 
(see Reinhard 1985a, 1992a, 2005; Reinhard and Ceruti 2000, 2006, n.d.).
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other Resources

SElECtED wEbSItES
1. A listing of Web sites about the Incas: www.ex.ac.uk/~RDavies/inca/links.html
2. Machu Picchu Resources Page: www.tylwythteg.com/machupit.html
3. Virtual tour of Machu Picchu: www.machupicchu360.com
4. Machu Picchu—Virtual Tour Guide: www.dennisadamsseminars.com/machu

-picchu/?
5. Machu Picchu—World Heritage Site: www.wcmc.org.uk/protected_areas/data/wh/

macchu.html
6. The Inca Trail and Machu Picchu: www.raingod.com/angus/Gallery/Photos/

SouthAmerica/Peru/IncaTrail.html
7. The Inka Trail: www.archaeology.org/online/features/peru/inka.html
8. Photographic virtual reality visit to Wiñay Wayna: www.stanford.edu/~johnrick/Inca/

WW/pages/WinayWayna.html
9. Johan Reinhard’s personal website: www.johanreinhard.net

SElECtED FIlMS
Many films about the Incas include scenes taken at Machu Picchu (e.g., Inca: Secrets of 

the Ancestors [Time/Life TV, 1995]; and Searching for Lost Worlds: Machu Picchu 
[Discovery TV, 1997]). Films that focus on the importance of sacred landscape among 
the Incas include the following:

1. Inca Mummies: Secrets of a Lost World (National Geographic TV, 2002) documents the
finds of intact Inca burials near Lima and the author’s discoveries of Inca mummies 
on mountain summits.

2. Mystery of the Inca Mummy (National Geographic TV, 1996) is about the author’s
1995 expedition to Mount Ampato and laboratory work undertaken with the Inca 
Ice Maiden.

3. Ice Mummies (National Geographic TV, 1999) deals with the author’s discoveries on
Mount Llullaillaco.

4. Frozen in Time (Nova, 1997) is about the author’s 1996 expedition to Mount Sara
Sara.

5. Light at the Edge of the World: Sacred Geography (90th Parallel Productions, 2007) exam-
ines concepts about the sacred landscape of the Incas, including Machu Picchu.

6. Digital video footage of Machu Picchu is available from the author: jr@johanreinhard.net

Figure A.1. A view to the east over the Inca ceremonial site on the summit of Pachatusan, the 
highest mountain bordering the Cuzco Valley. The Ausangate massif is visible in the distance.
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glossary

*Word origins are indicated in parentheses: S for Spanish, Q for Quechua, and A for
Aymara.

aclla (Q). A woman selected for royal service at a young age, who generally was sequestered 
in special buildings.

acsu (aqsu) (Q). A dress.
alpaca (Q). Lama paco. A domesticated species of Andean camelid with fine wool.
altiplano (S). The high plateau between the eastern and western ranges of Peru and 

Bolivia.
altomisayoq (S, Q). The most learned and powerful ritual specialist.
Ampato (A, Q). A mountain in southern Peru.
anti (Q). Eastern forested area.
Antisuyu (Q). The eastern quarter of the Inca Empire.
apacheta (apachita) (Q). Mounds of stones, normally found on high places along a road, 

which are used ritually.
apu (Q). A traditional nature spirit, often a mountain; frequently used in the Inca period 

to denote a Lord or person of high authority.
Ausangate (Q). A snowcapped mountain to the east of Cuzco.
awki (Q). A general term for mountain deities in the central Andes.
ayllu (Q). A social group that is usually localized and whose members share a common 

focus.
Aymara (A). An ethnic and linguistic group that bordered the Quechua-speaking region 

to the east and south of Cuzco.
cancha (Q). See kancha.
capacocha (Q). An Inca ceremony in which sumptuous offerings were made, including 

the sacrifice of children.
Capac Raymi (Q). One of the most important of the Inca festivals, which took place at 

the December solstice.
ceque (zeque) (Q). The word for line used here to mean a conceptualized line, such as 

those that formed the system of lines that radiated out from Cuzco.
ch’alla (A, Q). Offering a libation.
chasquis (Q). Runners who carried messages for the Incas.
chicha (Awarak). A fermented beverage, usually made from maize, called aqha in 

Quechua.
Chinchaysuyu (Q). The northwestern quarter of the Inca Empire.
chullpa (Q). Funerary tower; burial structure.
chumpi (Q). Handwoven belt.
chuño (Q). Freeze-dried potato.
chuspa (Q). Bag.
collca (qollqa) (Q). A storehouse.
coca (Q). Erythroxylon coca. A plant whose leaves contain a mild stimulant.

Figure A.1. A view to the east over the Inca ceremonial site on the summit of Pachatusan, the 
highest mountain bordering the Cuzco Valley. The Ausangate massif is visible in the distance.
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coya (Q). The principal wife of the Inca ruler.
cumbi (Q). Very fine weaving.
curandero (S). A traditional healer.
curaca (kuraka) (Q). A traditional leader of a community; an indigenous authority.
despacho (S). A bundle containing ritual offerings to nature spirits; it is usually burnt.
enqa (enqaychu) (Q). A natural object, usually a stone, that resembles a thing it is believed 

to represent and considered to be a repository of its essence.
guaca (Q). See huaca.
guanaco (Q). Lama guanicoe. The larger species of the two wild camelids of the Andes.
hanan pacha (hanaqpacha) (Q). The world above.
huaca (waka or guaca) (Q). A shrine, sacred place, or object. It might also refer to a 

meteorological phenomenon (e.g., a rainbow) or a feature of the landscape.
Huanacauri (Q). A mountain near Cuzco considered especially sacred to the Incas.
Huayna Picchu (Q). See Machu Picchu.
ichu (Q). Wild bunch grass.
illa (Q). See enqa.
Illapa (Q). Deity of lightning that the Incas believed controlled weather.
Instituto Nacional de Cultura (INC) (S). National Institute of Culture, a government 

body whose responsibilities include overseeing the protection of Peru’s cultural 
patrimony.

Inti (Q). The sun; the Sun deity of the Incas.
Inti Raymi (Q). One of the most important of the Inca festivals, which took place at the 

June solstice.
Intihuatana (Q). A sculpted stone at Machu Picchu. Its name means “hitching post of 

the sun.”
kallanka (Q). A long hall.
kancha (cancha) (Q). An enclosure; a group of buildings around a patio.
kay pacha (Q). This world; the earth, as opposed to the underworld and the sky.
kero (qero) (Q). A vase.
k’intu (Q). An offering of coca leaves.
legua (S). A league, or ca. 3.5 miles (5.57 km).
llacta (llaqta) (Q). Town.
llama (Q). Lama glama. A domesticated species of Andean camelid.
lliclla (Q). Shawl worn by women.
Llullaillaco (Q). A mountain on the border between Argentina and Chile.
Machu Picchu (Q). Inca site. The name is derived from machu (older) and picchu (peak), 

referring to a mountain bordering the site to the south. It is in opposition to Huayna 
Picchu (young peak), which is a lower peak to the north.

Mamacocha (Q). Mother lake, usually referring to the ocean.
marca (Q/A). Village or town.
misa (S). Ritual offerings on a cloth, originally taken from the Spanish word misa for the 

Catholic mass, but also associated with mesa (table).
mitimaes (Q). Colonists sent by the Incas.
mullu (Q). Mainly used to designate Spondylus seashells.
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ñañaca (Q). Head cloth.
Ollantaytambo (Q). A town of Inca origin that lies along the Urubamba River in route 

to Machu Picchu.
pacarina (paqarina) (Q). A sacred place of origin to a group of people.
pacha (Q). The world; earth; time.
Pachacuti (Q). Inca emperor credited with beginning the expansion of the Inca Empire 

and the founding of Machu Picchu as one of his royal estates.
Pachamama (Q). Earth Mother.
pago (S). Ritual payment to traditional deities.
pampa (Q). Flat plain.
panaca (panaqa) (Q). Group of direct, royal descendants.
paqo (Q). A ritual specialist.
pirca (Q). A building of stones made without mortar.
Pisac (Q). A town of Inca origin that includes one of the royal estates of the emperor 

Pachacuti.
Pumasillo (Q). A snowcapped mountain to the west of Machu Picchu.
puna (Q). The high grasslands.
pucara (pukara) (Q). A fortress.
Qoyllur Riti (Rit’i) (Q). A festival in the mountains east of Cuzco.
Quechua (Q). An ethnic and linguistic group that was originally concentrated in central 

Peru, including the region of Cuzco; the language spoken by the Incas.
quipu (khipu) (Q). A knotted string device for use as a mnemonic aid for keeping 

records.
Salcantay (Q). A snowcapped mountain to the south of Machu Picchu.
saya (Q). A division into halves.
sierra (S). Mountain range, often referring to the Andean highland region in general.
suyu (Q). A quarter; one of the four parts of the Inca Empire.
Tahuantinsuyu (Tawantinsuyu) (Q). The name used by the Incas for their empire, literally 

meaning the land of four quarters.
tambo (Q). A way station.
t’inka (Q). A libation in which drops of liquid are flicked into the air.
tinku (Q). Ritual battle; literally an “encounter.”
torreón (S). Bastion or turret.
tupu (Q). Shawl pin; its synonym is also used to designate a measure of land.
ukhupacha (Q). The underworld.
uncu (Q). A tunic worn by males.
urco (Q). A mountain; also used to refer to the male gender.
Urubamba (Q). Name of the river that flows by Machu Picchu (called Vilcanota in its 

upper region). Also the name of a town located in the Sacred Valley.
ushnu (usnu) (Q). A raised, stepped platform used in religious and political contexts by 

the Incas.
Veronica (S). See Waqaywillka.
Viracocha (Q). The Inca creator deity.
vicuña (Q). Lama vicugna. The smaller of the two wild Andean camelids with exception-

ally fine wool.
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Vilcanota (Q). The name of a river (see Urubamba) originating to the east of Cuzco and 
also the name of an important Inca religious site located at its source.

waka (Q). See huaca.
wamani (Q). A term for a mountain deity in the central Andes.
Waqaywillka (Huacay Huilque) (Q). A snowcapped mountain to the east of Machu 

Picchu, often called by the Spanish name Veronica.
yacolla (Q). A mantle worn my males.
yanantin (Q). A matched pair. Also, the name of a mountain northeast of Machu 

Picchu.
yunga (Q). Warm region.
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Figure A.1. A view to the east over the Inca ceremonial site on the summit of Pachatusan, the 
highest mountain bordering the Cuzco Valley. The Ausangate massif is visible in the distance.
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